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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The period of the eighteenth century was greatly
influenced by the events and contributions of the early
Classical Greeks of approximately 200 to 600 B.

c.

as

well as strict aristocracy of the eighteenth century for whom the arts were an elaborate ritual and a
necessary adornment of life.
The other areas of the arts included poetry and
drama. painting , sculpture and architecture.

Their

inspiration was taken from the models of ancient Greece
and Rome, but the composers of this period had no such
models due to the fact that music of antiquity had not
brought to light some very significant changes in musical form and style.

The composers were more concerned

with beauty of form, objectivity , clarity, emotional
restraint , simplicity and symmetry rather than the contrapuntal style of the early Baroque period.

Since

all

of the cultures of the early centuries culminated with
Greek scul pture, the writer will begin this thesis with

2

the general characteristics of Classicism and a background of Greek culture.
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem.

The purpose of this study

is to ascertain a general knowledge of the eighteenth
century Classical period and show the influences of Gluck ,
Haydn , Mozart , and the young Beethoven upon the music of
that time.
1.

This includes the following problems,

General Characteristics of the Classical
Period

2.

Various Musical Farms Developed and Improved

J.

Contributions and Styles of Composers

Significance of the Study,

Many events and develop-

ments of the eighteenth century were very instrumental
in influencing the music of the Classical period.

The

importance of this study is to show how political, social
and economical events in all the areas of the arts, as
well as the contributions of Gluck , Haydn, Mozart and
young Beethoven , affected the music of this period.
Limitation and Scope.

The problem of this thesis 1s

limited to research of the eighteenth century Classical

J
period as reflected in the musical contributions and
styles of Christoph Gluck , Franz Haydn, Wolfgang Mozart
and the first period works of Ludwig Beethoven.
The scope of this the s1 s will include 1

(

1} the

general cha.raoter1st1cs of the Classical period, {2)

music forms of the period and their basic struoture 1
(3) the most outstanding composers of the Viennese
School , their lives and musical contributions.

DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
Appo5giatura.

An ornamental note, usually a

se,c ond, that is melodically connected w1 th the main
note that follows 1t. 1
Aria .

An elaborate compsoition for solo voice

(occasionally a duet) with instrumental accompaniment,
which figures prominently in the operas, oratories, and
cantatas beginning about 16000. 2

¾1111 Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1066), p, 42.
2 Ibid. • p.

49.

4

Art Song.

A song of serious artistic intent

written by a trained composer, as distinct from a folk
song.3
Ballad Opera,

A popular type of eighteenth-

century stage entertainment, consisting of spoken dia-

logue and mtISical numbers not newly composed, but taken
from fol..k songs or from famous tunes of contemporary

composers. 4
B1nary Form.

A basic musical form, consisting of

two sections, A and Be both of wh1ch are usually
repeated. 5
Borogue Musio,

The music of the period about 1600-

J750, following that of the Renaissance,
Basso Continue.
Cadenza.

6

Through bass.?

In vocai music. a florid passage 1n a

song or aria, usually at or near the end,

In instrumental

3w1111 Apel and Ralph T. Daniel, The Harvard Brief
Dictionary i.Jf Music (Cambridge~ Massachusetts
Harvard
University Press, 1960), p. 19.
4
Apel. op. oit., p. 68.

5Ibld., p. Jl.
6

Apel and Daniel, op~ c1t.
71.!?!,!!., p. 28.

1

p, 26.

5

workst especially concertos, an analogous passage by the
soloist, the material usually being derived from the
passages preceding and worked out either contrapunt-

ally with reference to a display of virtuosity.
Cantabile.
Cassation,

8

Sing ble, s1ng1ng, 9
term used 1n the 18th century for an

instrumental piece in several movements, more or le~
like the serenata or d1vert1mento. 10

Chromatic, chromat1c1sm.

The use of raised or

lowered notes, instead of the normal degrees of the
11
scale.
Classical, classicism,

In musical terminology.

the term 1s used 1n a much more restricted sensei that

1s, it refers to the period represented
Classics:

by the Viennese

Haydn, Mozart, the early works of Beethoven,

and to some extent, Schubert.

The period extends from

about 1750 to 1827. 12

8wa1do Selden Pratt, The New Encyclopedia of Music
and Musicians (New Yorks The MacMillan Company, 19.54),
p.

21.

9Apel, op. oit., p. 114.
10Pratt, op, cit., p. 24.

11Apel and Dan1el, op. cit., p. 56.
12
Apel, op. cit., p. 60.

6

Coda.

A section of a composition which is added

to the form proper as a conclusion.

In sonatas, sym-

phonies. etc.• a coda is found at the end of each
movement. 1 3
Concerto.

A composition for orchestra and a solo

instrument, usually a pianoforte or v1011n. 14
Conc~rto grosso.

The mast important type of the

Baroque concerto, characterized by the use of a smal
group of solo instruments against the full orohestra. 1 5
Divertimento.

An instr mental form of the second

half of the 18th century which combines features of the
suite with those of the symphony.
Empf1ndsamer stil,
Gallant style.

16

Expressive style. 17

In the 18th century, the light and

elegant style of the Rococo, as opposed to the serious
and elaborate style of the Baroque era. 18

lJApel

and Daniel, op, cit,

14 Ibid,,

p, 60.

p. 65.

15Apel, op. c1t .. ,p. 175.

16 Ibid., p. 21J.
17 nonald Jay Grout~ A History of Western Music
(New York r W• W. Norton ~a~n~d~C~o~m"!-'p..an~...
Y-,~I-n_c;..;;.~,..:.;_.:1=-.::9-?;6~0~);.;,;.;;;.P. 413.
18
Apel, op. cit., p. 289.

7

Gothic,

A term used by var1ous modern writers to

denote music coeva

with. or cultural relation

t , the

Goth1c era in aroh1teoture, sculpture, and painting.
It 1s usua.lly undPrstood to emb:"!"Bce the peT-1od f om
1200 (Perotinu) to 1450 (Duf'ay\,
g

19

na

th

r1

1d u age,

on C"r perfo

in unison throughout, rather than in ant1phony,

nc

In

mode m usage, oompo~ t1on in which one voice-part
(usually the upper) predo 1nate

as the principal me ody,

the other parts support ng or acoompanyi"tig 1t mainly tn

harmon c or ehord-effects, 20
Interlude,

Spee1f'1ca.lly, short organ pieces played

between the verses of a hymn or
Introduction.

psalm. 21

A slow opening sec t1on

requ ntly

found st the beginning of symphon es, quartet, sonatas,

etc. 22
Intermezzo,

A theatrical entertainment of light

character, introduced between the acts of a serious play

or opera. 23
19 Ib1d. • p. JOO.

20P-a
... .· t. t.~ o p. c1t. .

t

p. 6··~
J•

21.,,.
Ape·l.. op, cit
. • • P. 358 ~
22 Ib1d.

23Ib1d., p.

J6J.

8

~low dance in triple measure. 2 4

Minuet.

Opera.

It is a composition for vocal soloists,

chorus, and ore he stra I w1 th ,characters , a.a t 1on, scenery,

and dramatic movement,
Oratorio.

It is a drama set to muslo. 25

A composition on a large scale for

chorus, soloists, an.d orchestra, the text usually deaJing with some religious subject, 26

Parlando style.

In singing. an 1nd1oat1on that the

voice must approximate speech, 1n a way, Hspoken mus

C

as d1st1ngu1shed from. the "musical speech 11 of the

rec1tat1ve, 27
Polophony.

Music written as a combination of

several simultaneous voices (parts) of a more or less

pronounced individua.lity. 28

24 ..

.

.

.

Karl W. Gehrkens, Revised Music Notation and
Terminology (Chlcagor La1dl.awBrothers~1942)~ p, ?l.

25~., p. 78.
26 Ib1d., p .~ 77.

27Apel, op. oit,, p. 554 •
28 Ib1d~ • p . 593.

.~

If

9

Portamento,

A special manner of singing, with the

voice gliding gradually from one tone to the next throu~h
all the intermediate pitches, 29
Recitative.

A style of vocal solo common to

operas, oratorios and cantatas, especially those wr tten
some time ago.JO
Rec1tat1vo secco.

A dry recitative which 1s ac-

companied only with the harpsichord and a sustaining
bass instrument:

1t 1s used chiefly to get through

long stretches of dialogue or monologue as quickly as
possible with a minimum of musical 1nterferenoe. 31
Renaissance.

The period from 1450 to 1600 1n the

history of mus1c.J 2
R1tornell1.

A short instrumental preluder 1nt r-

lude, 1n a vocal composition; as 1n an operatic aria or
chorus, 3J

29,!lli., p. 595.
JOGehrkens, o;e. cit., p .. ?8,
3 1Grout,op. c1 t •• p,

3 2 Ibid., P~

JlJ.

153.

JJGehrkens, o;e. c1t. p. 99.

10

Rocaille,

French term for "rococo" and refer.., to

the art1:f1c1al rockwork itself; 1s often applied to the
music of that t1me.J4
Rondo,

An instrumental compos1t1on (in homophon c

style) 1n which a certain theme appears

almost always in the same form; th

everal tie

repetitions of th

theme be1ng separated by contrasting mater1a1,35
Serenade,

Evening music, vocal or instrument 1,J 6

Sf o r.7..ando •

Fore 1ng, 1 , • , w1 th a sudden and

ron

accent on a single note or chord,3'7
Sinfonia,

tal1an for

ymphonyt11 short p1ec s

designed to s rve as an 1nt:roduot1on to an opera

or

n

operatic scene,3 8

S1ns:sJ:?1el.

Around l?OO, the German

quival nt for

''dramma per musics'' (dram.a with mu 1c), 1,e. , opera.

applied alike to serious and com1c opera ,39
J4aomer Ulrich and Paul A. P1sk, A History of Music
and Musical Style (New York, Harcourt, Brace and World.
Inc., l96)). p. JlJ,
J5Gehrkens, OD, e1 t., p. 70,

36Apel,

0]2

cit., p. 674.

J? Ibid,, p. 678.
JBApel, OE, cit., p. 681.
39 Ib1d, r p. 683.

11

Sonatina.

A diminutive sonata, with fewer and shorter

movements than the normal type, also usually of lighter
40
execution I designed fo,r instruction,
Strophic.

A song is termed strophic if all the

stanzas of the text are sung to the same music. 41

Sturm und Drang.
Ternary,

Storm and streas. 42

Denoting anything consisting of three

parts or elementsJ a form of oompos1t1on divided into
three sections, 4 3

In orchestral works, particularly in con-

Tutti,

certos, the parts for the whole orchestra as distinct
from that for the soloist. 44

40

lli_s.

~

p. 698.

41 Ibid. , p. 71J.
42

Grout, opt. cit., p. 412.

4JPratt,op, cit., p. 151.
44Apel,

Op•

C it ~,.

p • 7 75 •

CHAPTER II
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CIASSICAL PERIOD
During the eighteenth century, all the culture was
controlled under the strict aristocracy of majestic environment and its privileged minority , for whom the
arts were necessary adornments of life ,

Art was elabor-

ately enjoyed as the center of life in palaces where
great emphasis was placed on the elegance of manner and
stylish beauty.
Art of that century projected the idea of palaces
and formal gardens along with the finely detailed architectual designs which formed perfect settings for
autocracy .
The artist in the eighteenth century created ,
through his talents , the kind of art demanded by the
public which considered themselves high above him in
social status.

His patrons were interested in his

product rather than hi s per sonality.

If the artist

13

became person.al in any way. 1t was considered an im-

pertinence.

He worked strictly on direct oomm1ss1on

from h1s patrons and was not concerned with the nature

of genius or 1nsp1rat1on.
The artist of the Classical era produced works
for immediate use, sustained by dally contact with his
public. 45

He had to avo1d ideas that might disturb his

princely patrons, for only they were free to follow the
whims of their fancies.

In a social status respeot, the artist was considered only to be a little better than a public

servant.
EARLY CLASSICAL ANTIQUITY
Classicism in Ancient Greece,
1ty of the "beautiful" and the

0

The close s1m1

r-

good" was keenly felt

and understood of all civilized nations by ancient

Greece.

The order 1n which these two 1deas are st!"ted

indicates that a definite emphasis is placed on the
beautiful and moral precepts generally followed and

w.

45 Joseph Mach11s, The Enjoyment of Music (New York,
W. Norton and Company, Ina., 1963), p. 292.

14
paid tribute to aesthetic principles.

The outstand ng

position of the arts called for universal adm1rat1on
and the promotion of their practice.
The admiration which the ancients pro essed for
their Homer and Sophocles can readily be shared by the
modern individual, who ha.s many good translations at

his disposal.

The reverence expressed by the Hellenes

for the sculpture of a Phidias or a Praxiteles has not
diminished throughout the ages. 4 6
The Greeks represent a gifted nation of poets,
philosophers, h1stor1ans, sculptors,. architects, and
musicians.

Curiously enough, the Greeks th mselve

paid much less attention to their plastic genius than
to their musical achievements,

Classical 11teratu e

is almost barren of reference to sculpture and architecture, while music 1s mentioned frequently,

The

Greek state, with its reverence and high appreciation
for music. dealt with all questions pertaining to tt
with the utmost self-assurance. and the regulation of
musical ideas and principles was considered an aff 1r

46 Paul Henry Lang, Music 1n Western C1v111zat1on
(New York: w. w. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941),

p. 1-

15

of state.

The role of music in the art1st1o aspects

of life was so great that 1n general, an educated F\lld
distinguished man was called a musical man, whereas,
an 1nfer1or and uncouth person was simply "unmusical"
.

. .

4'

or a man without music. 7
The first great period of Greek music embraced
prehistoric and historic antiquity and lasted until
the fourth century A. D,

The twelve centuries which

comprise this period present almost insurmountable
d1ff1oult1es to the historian,

It was not until the

eighteenth century of our era. that hi stor1a.ns of mus,1c

advanced beyond it; so engrossed were the scholars with
the baffling maze of facts and hypotheses that they

could not reach even the Middle Ages. 48
There were two great periods of Greek music ... (l)

ancient Greek music and {2) Byzantine (medieval) music,
Both periods have basically the same pr1no1ples.

They

a:re based on poetry and cannot be separated from the
rhyming of words.

Therefore,. the history of Greek

musical form is for the most part 1dent1oal with t he

16

history of Greek literature, because the two were
bound together 1n an 1nd1ssoluble unity, wh1oh persisted not only throughout Classical antiquity but
far 1nto the Middle Ages.

The sovereignty of melody

1n both Greek and Byzantine music and the absence of
polyphony are thus not merely accidental phenomena. 4 9
Mus1c of this time, like the other Greek arts
had a solid theoretical foundation.

It was so 1mpo tant

to the Greek intellectual life that philosophers gave it
a prominent place 1n the domain of ethics,
of music, as we know it today
the fourth century B.

c.

The theory

definitely formulated in

This was also the c-enturv 1n

which the great Greek science was created.50

The works of Ar1stoxenus of Tarentum portraye

a

theoretical system of remarkable unity and logic wn1ch
spread its influence far into the modern le tern word.
Greek musical theory never surpassed the logic
of A.r1stoxenus.

Th se who came after him, even oeTitur-

ies later~ always cons dered h m to be cont mno arY,

g,

00,

c1t,,

.

1,

17
cP

e .~ac

f

1

•

mpo 1t

n, pJ~y1ng

sing ne and tea~htng did not advanaP- beyond th~ g

t

th oretician.

The He

en1at1c period with

s .. modern"

u ie

furnishes us the only historically complete segment
of Greek music, but it demands an approach free from
consider t ons based. on the b1olog1ce.l pr1nc ples
evolution as h1 tor1cal criteria.

f

Greek music neithe

developed nor dee 1ned after the He lenlst1c per1o:

t

only fol lowed established art1 .s t1c trends which a.re aJ Flo

d1sc rn ble 1n scu pture and literature.51

The Greeks were constantly str1v1ng for 1nte s1f1cat1on and improvement of their art.
was no exception to the rule.

Therefore, mu ic

They were g eatly 1 tr-

ested in its technical and theoretical poss1b111t1es
and

ve recognition to the inventors and perpetuators

in this domain.
Greek Philosophers,

Archilochus exerted important

and strong influences 1n Greek musical history.

The

fast "tempo 11 of h1s trochee and iambus gave ancient
Greek music its great mob1i1ty.

He had the accompaniment

18

play ooc11s1ona.lly "d1ssent1n~ notes, that 1s, notes
that were not in unison with the melody.
Mus1c, which placed suoh an influence on the
sp1r1t and mood of the Hellenes, could not be left to
the freedom of the performing artists,

It had to

follow the rules laid down by the statesmen.
Sparta was the leader and believed that the songo
should not offend the sp1r1t of the commonwealth,

He

also believed that the melodies of these songs should

follow the Dorian key, which exemplified temperance and
s1mpl1c1ty,
The champion of music 1n Athens was Solon and he
tri~d to promote moral sturdiness and responsible citizenship by stressing musical instruction to the youth.
Plato. a great Greek philosopher who was considered
next, in importance, to Ar1stoxenus, aas concerned with
the ethical values of mus1o.

He believed that music

should occupy the leading pos1t1on among the arts.

The

philosopher saw an analogy between the movements of the
soul and the musical progressions; therefore, the aim of
music cannot be mere amusement but a harmonic eduoat1on
and perfection of the soul and the quieting of passions,52

52 Ib1d,, p. 13,

-

19

Pythagoras, also a Greek philosopher and mathemat1.c1an 1n the sixth century B ~ C, , 1s usually ored ted

with the discovery and measurement of the vibrations
which give rise to tone.

Applications of the

Pythagorean rations, which formed the scientific basis
of music theory 1n the Middl,e Ages, were not restr1cted
to actual sounds, they were also extended to mathe

t1-

cal relationships within the structure of the cosmo.
Thus, arose

the "harmony of the spheres," or theory

of celestial music, which also supposedly developed
from the theories of Pythagoras.53
The greatest and most lasting forces experl need
by Greek musical science came from Aristotle,

proach to music was n.o t so mu,c h that of an

Hi

ap-

r 1 t,

was the case with his teacher, Plato, as that of a
scientist - scholar. Aristotle's writing on mus1c comes
much nearer to an independent system of aesthetics which

no longer relies on extramus1cal elements.
It 1s evident that the reforms brought things that
were entirely new, and new things are alwnys opposed by
the majority.

Fu.rthermore, we cannot fa.11 to appreciate

53Ulr1ch and Piskt ~o...,p..._._..,e...;.1....
t. , p, 17 ,.
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the evident emancipation of music, and we must consider
this the result of a progressive current • .54
The century which preceded the b1rth of Christ
broke the independent tendency of Hellenistic Gre oe,
Having lost 1ts impetus, Greek genius turned to ercha1stic and olass1cist1c tendencies, which prevailed

with occasional "react1onaryu rallies, until the end

or

the antique world. 55

Early Classicism in Rome,

The Roman empire 'lhich

was politically and economically superior to Bellas,

never attained a co,mparable cultu!'al independence in
music,

Therefore, the concepts of Greek music w re de-

veloped and practiced 1n Rome,

The practice of music consisted or

rengthening,

or rather coarsen.ins, of 1 ts means of expression through

the addition of u:ni-elated elements in order to please
the uncouth and vu.lge.r taste of the Romans.
The Romans increased_.t he tonal volume of the

ndi-

vidue.l instruments and united considerable numbers of
instruments into 'fantastic ensembles,

541.ang, op, cit., p. 19.

55.;,.___•
Ib1d

There was already
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a tendency toward mass ensembles 1n Egypt, so the
Romans used this as an example.
The greatest difference between Greek and Roman
music 1s displayed by the large

11

sym.phon1c• ensembles,

so popular 1n Rome, which were unknown 1n ancient
Performances of vocal music were ohameter-

Greece,

1zed

by

me

the
h

ere ~e of

h

.56

"'play of colo

he

and1o e elemen, Roman

music gradually abandoned the last vestiges of the

lofty ideals which had once dominated 1t in its original Hellenic home.

The simple dignity of G,..eek m o--

dies gave way to complicated rhythmical tunes which
went through var.taus kinds of modulations,
As 1n al

the o,.,her arts, the Boman object1v

to enhance the enjoyment of life.

··1

An 1nst1tut1on :a.

provided to train musicians and professional entertain-

ers on a large scale.

The prospect1ve trainees were

selected from hundreds of slaves who often belonged to
an aristocratic househol,d and who showed a gift for
professional entertaining,
Toward the end of ant1qu1ty, when new religions
and

philosophies made it increasingly difficult for

56L_b
_1 d. , p

I

-:ii •
.,/
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people to orient themselves when, weary of searching
for enlightenment, they longed for redemption and revelation. the old musical aesthetics of Greece came into
their own once more.

But this musical science lacked

driving power and lost itself in fruitless speculation.57
The Nee-Pythagoreans attempted to continue the mathematical researches of their predeces ors, but en ed
the old field.

n

However, even in the period of declin-

ation, they, with help from the Jewish-Alexandrian

nd

the Nee-platonic philosophers, produced a handfull of
brilliant authors on musical aesthetics.
Plotinus, who was the last great philosopher of
antiquity, builtJ from Platonic and Aristotelian elements, a doctrine of the beautiful.

The doctrine was

interwoven with ethical, metaphysical and theological
ideas which prevented its conversion into actual artistic
practice,
The few extant fragments of anc ent Cl~ssioal
music show how. convincingly difficult it is for us to
penetrate into the inner world of antique music.

Its

expressive means and power seem to speak an entirely
57 Ibid,• p, J6~

-
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unfa.m111ar language.

The Middle Ages and subsequent

centuries were not acquainted with these fragments,
which were deciphered only later.

But the exalted

descriptions of their philosophers aroused in men of
later periods as a boundless and, at times, almost
religious ad.m.1rat1on for music of Classical Antiquity,
for the wonderful theoretical edifice of Greek musical science, the high social and ethical role played
by music.

This admiration has borne fruit in periods

of musical reform~
CLASSICAL GREECE OF THE

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
Classicism. was not, however, a new tendency associated with the end of the eighteenth centuryi 1t
merely reached its formulation in the epoch that bears
its name,

Just as rationalism presented two different

aspects 1n the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
classicism had a seventeenth century phase which the
rococo could not obliterate.

But this earlier class1~

c1sm, expressed in law and order, was bU1lt more on
Roman lines than was its eighteenth century variant,

24-

devoted to nature, freedom, and Hel en1sm, which ended
by tr1umph1ng over Roman-French class1c1sm.5 8
The revival of interest 1n Classical antiquity

meant different things to different people.

The arist-

ocrats believed in Hellenism as the symbol of a rational,
objective attitude that kept one from becoming too
deeply involved with the 1ssues of life,

Ano1ent god,

kings and heroes were seen 1n the same reflections that
they saw 1n themselves,

The Classical Greek line goes through the eighteenth
century unspoiled from Shaftesbury to Goethe,

It 1s

present 1n the Greek figures of Berkeley's dialogues, in
Hume's polytheism, 1n Pope's tran lations and in Daniel

Weeb's writings on Greek

rt,59

The field of architecture produced a similar orientation in the very midst of the Rococo period.

Exten-

sive research was conducted on the legendary centers of
antiquity and the findings published 1n a joint work,

Classical Antiquities of Athens in 1762,

This public -

tion. written by James Stuart and Nicholas Revett, 1s

58Lang 1 op• Cit., p. 620,

59 Ib1d

-·
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considered to have had more responsibility than any
other single factor for the changed d1rect1on in taste.
The Hellenic artistic idea of the eighteenthcentury classicism also tended to develop clarity.
The growing belief in limitation and articulation and
the full extent of the departure from the Baroque is
most convincingly illustrated in the writings of the
early Hellenic exponents.

Still, the new development

did not find great expression 1n architecture and sculpture as the case had been in Greece.

The praise of

Classical art was universal but the spirit of antiquity
was not entirely recaptured by the fine arts, for ma_~y
artists were searching for the glory that belonged to
the soulful, subjective 1nd1v1d1inl of the eighteenth•

century 1n Greece.
Classicism professed th~ belief that universality
of content and form was not completely unattainable ftct1on,

It had once been realized by Greece, and given

proper conditions, could be atta.1ned again.

Architects,

sculptors, and painters believed firmly. at one time,
that they had found the missing link, but having emerged
from the dramatic Baroque and the playful Bococo

26

periods, the artist could not seem to find the idea of
Hellenic serenity.

Therefore, they had become content

with a compromise.

These masters, who were unquest1on-

\

ally great masters of composition and design, lost
their passionate 1mag1nat1on ln their quest and their
clac1ss1sm became cold logic and sober, reasonable
beauty.

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY ARTS AND LETTERS
The ideas of arts and letters change with the
seasons of c1v111zat1on.

In antiquity, 1t was beauty;

1n the Middle Ages, goodness; 1n the era of Enlightenment,
truth: that was written on the banner.

But the venera-

tion of truth was soon abandoned with the discovery of
the d1s1llus1on1ng fact that the aspect of truth varies
according to the angle from which 1t 1s approached.

60

The eighteenth century has been called the "Age of

Beason,.

11

but opposing forces were constantly pulling 1n

opposite directions.

The patrons of the status quo

tried desperately to justify the existing way of life.
Gottfried Le1bn1tz taught that this was the best possible world and the Pope proclaimed that all occurrences
were right.
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As the century wore on, however, this spurious opo .m ain ta1n.

t m1sm became even more difficul

The

opponents of the estab 1shed order, the philosoph
who created th
o

"Grand

Encycloped1e" as

n 1n tr

nt

the Enl1ght nment - Vo ta1re, Diderot, Rous eau

Condorcet, d'Ale ber

r aom

h

reason, but for the pur o

o

des - al o

nvoked

attacking the exit ng

orde . 61
It was soon di cov red, howev r, tha
Enlightenment showe

only

ha

goodn

the

so ten h

ul.-

ter or mot1 ves I the afore, m n .r turned to the 1 e

o

beauty of Classical antiquity,
Some of the reasons for return1n
the beauty and

orm of antiquity

to the ide

of

l) , he

new d

re 1

(

emphasis placed on the universal; (2) th

relation hip

of the Rococo with classicism, even though it meant only
a little more than pure ornamentat1on1 (3) the r discovery
of

nt1qu1ty through rat1nal1sm; (4)

he restore

on of

fr1 nd y rapport between the old gen1u es of Germany
Hel as, who envisioned the 1de

nd

of the new Rena1s anoe1

(5) the reasons and results of the p eced1ngc

61 Machl1s, op. c1t., p, 289.

ph1 ology
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and art, literary criticism, and ph1 osophy.

The re-

birth of German antiquity 1s truly one of the greatest
cultural facts of the eighteenth century,
INFLUENCES OF THE STRUM UND DRANG
The atmosphere of Germa.n o1v111zat1on cont nued to

change for a few decades because of the Strum und Dra.'t'lg.

Johann Georg

Hamann (1730-1788) and Johann Gottfried

von Herder (1744-1803) became heroe

of the movement

as they abolished outdated tradition

and r1d1oul d

Rousseau's philosophy.
The representative form of the Strum und Dra.ng was

the drama because it turned to the public, and because
the patron saint, Shakespeare

was a dramatist.

Jacob

Reinhold Micheal Lenz (1751-1792) codified the dramatic
tenets of' the period, declaring war on Aristotle, on
French classicism, and. on everything that impeded the

movement. 62

A youth movement began and 1ns1gn.1f1oant

idols of the Rococo were demolished 1n order to make 'llay
for the new idol, Goethe.

Friedrich Maximillian von

Klinger wrote the drama Strum und Drang in 1776, thereby
g1v1ng the movement its name.

62~ •• p. 619~
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Inevitably , the Strum und Drang movement developed
many problems,

The very passionate, unlimited liber-

ties that had brought about complete turmoil. started
to settle.

Rude reality became transfigured in the fire

of ideas, and forced creativity and will power became
united to perform a common task.

The moderation and

equalization that followed, advanced into classicism,
and this became symbol1st1c of the German phase.
Classicism fell under a veil of blissfulness and
gave 1t lastingness through 1dealness.

The Strum und

Drang found survival very difficult because it was only
the transitory mental state of a nation and not a permanent force .

The long battle for liberty and form, ideal

and reality, German aspirations and the forces of. antiquity
suddenly came to a standstill and the irrational turmoil
of the period ended.

PHILOSOPHY OF INDIVIDUALITY
The philosophers of the eighteenth century did not
guide 'life any more than in any other period.

The trend

of thought was responsive to. and influenced by, the conditions of life as contributed by all people ,

JO

The Cl s

cal precept

y

d

e o

he

oets and

musicians stood for unity of freedom and order, a remarkable '1 001nc.1dent1a oppos1torum, 11 a self-disc.1_pl1ne, a

conaueat of autonomy such as only the truly great can
Ft~h1eve,

They did not want to extinguish the 1nd1v1dual

in the universal; they wanted to co-ordinate the two

rather than subordlnate one to the other. and what they
ch1eved , as the miracle of' the un1 versal zed
nd1 viduali s • 63

The Prevailing Monarchy,

As th

second half of the

eighteenth century got under way, monarchism was still
very prevalent in some countr1es,

Foreign-born. 1.-1ngs

and queens were still ruling the1r kingdom

the new co smopol 1 tan age •

1n spite of

Louis XV pres 1 de d over the

extravagant fetes in Versailles , Frederick the Great
ruled in Prussia, Marla Theresa in Austria and Catherine
the Great in Russia,

Yet , disruptive forces were sw1 tly

gathering beneath the glittering surface.

National differ-

ences were minimized 1n comparison wlth the common humanity of men.

6Jn!g., p . 62J .
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The Doctrines of Independence,

The doctrines about

the rights of 1nd1v1duals as opposed to the rights of
the states grew out of criticism of the terrible inequalities between the common people and the privileged
classes,

Some of these "rights

0

were incorporated 1n

the American Declaration of Independence and Constitution
during this time.

This action brought about a deluge of

strong social criticism in France.
The American Revolution of 1776 dealt a shattering
blow to the Doctrine of the Divine Right of Kings.

This

period witnessed the rise of the middle class to a position of influence and learning.

The power of aristocracy

transferred to the middle class whose wealth had suddenly
come about as a result of the Industrial Revolution that
started and gained great momentum,

During this time,

the mines and factories, railroads and steam power became an important factor in the expanding capitalism,
NEW INVENTIONS

A series of many important inventions was made from
Watt 's steam engine and Hargreave 's spinning jenny in
the late 1760 1 s to Cartwright's power loom in 1785 and
Eli Whitney 's cotton gin in 1793.
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The second half of the eighteenth century sa-t
significant advance

1n science,

Benjamin Franklin

discovered electr1c,1 ty 1n l ?52 r Pr1e stly discovered

oxygen 1n 17741 Jenner perfected vaccination in 17961
Laplace .advanced his meohan1st1c view of the universe
and Volta invented the voltaic pile. 64
NE 1'1 CONCEPTS FOR THE FINE ARTS

A ne

market appeared fo

writers and art1 ts,

the productions of

The subject matter, as well

the manner of presentation had to be shaped to me

demands.

s
new

Many important intellectual ev nts took p

ce,

such as the publication of French Encyclopedic (17711752), Encyclonaedia Britannica (1751), Adam Smith '
The 'Wealth of Nations , Boswell 's Life of Johnson, and
Malthus ' Essay on.Ponu.lat1on.
Philosophy , science, literature, and the fine

rts

all began to take account of a general public instead

of a select group of experts and connoisseurs,

P<'.)pular

treatises were written to bring culture within the reach of

64Ib1d., p, 289,

all and novels and plays began to depict everyday people
w1th everyday emotions. 6 S

The intellectual activ ty of the Classical era was
actually nourished by

wo opposing forces.

On the one

hand, Classical art captured the exquisite ref1nement
of a way of life that was drawing to a close,

On the

other hand, it caught the intimations of a new way of
life that was struggling to emerge. 66
A complete change took place,

customs differed~

Even manners and

Powerful support was given to the

growth of the back-to-nature movement and the glorif catlon of sentiment in literature and the arts,
Music was also

ffected along with everything else.

Pat onage was on the wane and the modem musical public

was coming into belng, 6 7

Public concerts designed fo

mixed audiences began to compete with olde't' nrtvete conce .r ts and academies.

Every phase of the arts was

65 nonald

(New Yorkz
41'3.

66

Jay Grout, A Historl of Westen Mu~1o
W, W. Norton and Company, Inc. r 1960)~

Ma.ch11s~ lo • e1t.
t.
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!th

llPd m1

claG

in mind

th

than princely patrons,
It 1s wel

to conclude that the background for the

ght enth centu y Classical p~r1od reflect
moment :1 n hi story when tr nds and

a un

ue

proved sty

r

in the process of emerging into a new era,

THE ROCOCO PERIOD
The entrance of the Cla s1cal pe-1od cannot

e

thoroughly discussed without inc ud1ng the Rococo
Per1od which actually set the foundation forte che.

e

from the Baroque to the Class cal era.
At the end of the Baroque Peri.od, marked by the
death of Bach 1n 1750, a major successor to Baroque
style was not 1m.med1ately

pparent,

Three decades

earl.i.er, however, a c mpeting style emerged that :r :n parallel to the Baroque during the years 1n which Ba.ch <:tnd

Randel were composing their most monumental works A.nd
then continued its course for another thirty years
the death of Bach~

fter

Not until about 1780 was it trans-

formed into a major style, the Classical, which 1s best
represented 'by the works of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. 68

68 Ulrleh and P1sk" op. oit., pp. 312-313.
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several terms are usually used to describe the
various appearences of the new style that started
around 1720 and lasted until approximately 1780.

Its

entrance came about the time when French architecture
was hig hly ornamented and decorated with elaborate
~tone carvings and other elements designed to obscure
the clean, structural lines of a building.

Therefore,

the term "rococo". derived from the French rocaille, 1s
often applied to the music of the time.
Since much of the music was written, primarily,
for entertaining the aristocr~cy, the style in which 1t

was written became known 1n France as the style galant.
A

little later, the same version of style was trans-

ported to north Germany and then called empfindsamer
Stil.

However, the feeling of sentiment was greatly

modified.
The Rococo Period represented a definite reaction
to strict form, r1gidity, and seriousness that had be-

come Baroque characteristics.

All musicians felt that

the strict form of the Rococo reminded them of rules
coming from patrons of authority, and the reaction to
it started the revolt that was taking place in all

J6

fields against the authority of the kings, the clergy
and even imposed traditions.
The Style Galant.

The "ne" style which wa

fir t

developed in France oons1sted of several new elem nts,
Music was des1gned to be entertaining and projected no
characteristic

of seriousness or structural form.

Polyphonic textures were also abolished.

A single me -

ody w s placed uppermost in the composition and
with the most transparent harmonic accompaniment.

ed
The

melody most typically con 1sted of series of shor.t

o-

tives, repeated several times and cast 1n four or eightto satisfy the 1ococo tat

for

embellishment, the melody was generously supplied

1th

measure phrases~

And

a variety of trills, mordents

and the like. 69

The style galant immediately became superior

n

position 1n France and the German courts that imitated
Versailles.

Many outstanding composers abandoned the

elements of the Baroque sty e,

Basso cont1nuo was aban-

doned, and inner parts were written out 1n full.
strong rhythmic drive of cont1nuo

The

homophony. as dev l-

oped primarily 1n the concerto grosso, was out of_ ace

69u1r1ch and Pisk, op. cit •• pp. 313-314,
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in the d.a1ntymln1~tures that carried the style galant,?O
Eventually, thtl compositions of the style galant were
given titles and mad.e into program music.
The earliest generation of French composers of the
Rococo Period were largel.y concerned w1th the har s1chord.

Francois Couperin was considered to h ve been

the most outstanding composer of the style galant,
Couperin tried to find a compromise between Italian and
French music.

Even though his compositions projected

Baroque chara.cter1st1cs, they d1d have descriptive
titles and the melodies were written in short per od1c
phrases that reflected sheer elegance.
The Empf1ndsamer Stile

The music of style galant

attracted composers in Germany and Franco s Couper n
became a model for German musicians.

The French style

galant was modified to meet the demands of expressiveness

1n the north German temperament,
k."lown as empfindsamer Stil.

This version became

The most prominent compos-

ers of the group were Carl Phillipp Emanuel Bach ( 17141788), and the Graun brothers, Johann Gottlieb and Karl
Heinrich.

70

-

Ibid.
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The principal technical characteristics of the
empfindsamer St1l of whi,c h earl Phillipp Emanuel Bach
was one of the chief representati vc , reay be
1 ~0~ o. s follo~s.

!"'Uffl!"'J.r-

The a im to eyn,..r.oss fE>eJ 1ng natv,..1111y

was realized through two devices, used either sepa.ra.tely
or in combination - the melodic sigh, a motive eniling
portamento on a weak beatt usually the resolution of an
a ppoggiatura and often including also an 11nt1c1pat1on
of the note of resolut1onr and chromaticism. which

mi ght affect both melody and harmony.

These two rie-

vices are amply illustrated in the cantabile movement of
the third sonata from 5ach • s first collection o,f Son.'ltas
for Connoisseurs and Amateurs

(fur Kenner and L1ebhe.ber)

published in 1779. ?l

This pe.r iod of the eighteenth century did not shut

out orna..mentation completely, but tr1ed to keep the ornaments within reasonable proportions and to incorporate
them into the entire expressive content of a. passage.
The expressive style often exploited the element of
surprise, with abrupt shifts of harmony, strange modu1ations, unusual turns of melody, expectant pausesr changes

71 Grout, op~ cit,, p. 422.
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of textures, sudden sforzando accents, and the like.
The subjective emotional qualities of the empf1ndsamer

fil.ll reached a climax during the 1760

1

s1

the style is

sometimes described by the same te'rm Strum und Drang -

storm and stress, which is also applied to German literature of the same period.

The Classical composers

later brought this emotionalism under control by imposing unity of content and form.

CHAPTER III
GENERAL MUSIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
CLASSICAL PERIOD
It 1s wise to assume that classicism 1n music
differs, in one important respect, from classicis
the other arts,

in

In the other areas of the arts, such

as poetry, painting, literature, and architecture, the
classically minded artist received his inspiration from
the models of ancient Greece and Rome,

However, com-

posP-rs had no such models because the music of antiquity
had not survived into modern times,

The term. Classical has several connotations when
applied to music,

In its most specific sense. Clas 1cal

refers to the period of music literature extending
roughly from the death of Bach in 1?50 to the death of
Beethoven in 1827, and centers primar ly 1n the works of
so-called Viennese Classicists,

Haydn

and, to a certain extent, Schubert.7 2

Mozart, Beethoven
Generally, the

72Allen Winold, Elements of Musical Understanding

(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:

1966), p

225.

Prentice

Hall, Inc.,
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Classical. can be applied to any composition, composer
or period that 1s marked by the characteristics of
objectivity, restraint,, tradit1onal1sm, stability, sim-

plicity, balance and symmetry.

The term Class1 cal 1 s a.l so used, less le g1 t 1:ma tely,
to refer to any music that is not popular music or folk
music.

Though most writers on music regret its use 1n

this latter sense, they are seldom able to provide a
satisfactory substitute.

The term good music 1s some-

times suggested, but this implies a value judgement
which is not always valid.

The term ·serious music 1s

often used, but it seems inappropriate when applied. for
example, to a gay work such as Haydn's

lll"o. 2,

11

("The Jokeu).

11

Quartet Op,

33,

Perhaps, the most satisfactory

term for music which 1s not folk or popular music is
art music, 73

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC IN THE
CLASSICAL STYLE
The second part of the eighteenth ce,n tury witnessed

a remarkable change in the instrumental style.

Vocal
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mus ic took a back seat to instrumental music and the
mos t i mportant developments 1n style and form took
pla c e .

All the aspects of classicism w~re more appar-

ent in the instrumental music of that period than 1n
dramatic music.

THE CLASSICAL SYMPHONY
The type of instrumental composition that made
the mo s t import~nt single contribution to the Classical
Period is the symphony.

It not only introduced a new

f orm of the Classical sonata but also brought forth new
con cep ts of orchestration,
The term ~•sinfonia" from which the word symphony
i s derived, was used almost indiscriminately in the seventee nth century to apply to various kinds of instrumental
music.

It 1s similar in its broad application to the

term "sonata".

It was also applied to interludes and

, r1tornell1 in opera,

Late 1n the seventeenth century,

its meaning came to be narrowed to the Italian overture,
~rom the latter fortne the basic plan o~ movements of the

symphony were derived (fast, slow, fast),
Possibly. the best way of defining this form would
be to call it a large ternary type.

The first section

4J

consisted of

presentation of the thematic mate 1

the te tbook "expo
of

The second wa

11 of this m ter

ome o

" evelo

t1on",

ent"; ( •

a reshaping
e fan ta . a" o

he"

t

he
e

nt1on o

th

f1cat1on r (in th
omission).
ceded by an

fr

arly

a

sec ion

1th

ran

011-

tags w th perhaps a 11 tle

The ex o~it on s ct1on was somet1 esp
ntroduction der ved

rom the fanfar

wh

h

o ten preceded the thee-move ent Italian oper overt re.
ual

First and

econd subject mater1a

wer

u -

contrasted - the first more re olute 1n character

than the lyrical second.

With the example of the already

estA.blished binary-form practice~ the

econd subj et was

normal y presented in the key of the dominant, or
movement wa
major.

the

a minor key, one in the key of the relat ve

Secondary material (the so-called bridge pas~age)

1nlced the two and effected the modulation,

Lead1n

from the second subject~ some kind of oadent1a

on

pas age

4 .
rounded off the exposition in the new key. 7

74

William L, Smoldon, A History of Music (L ndon,
Herbert Jenkins, Ltd., 1965), p. 213.
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By the middle of the eighteenth century, the

Italian s1nfon1a was developed as an independent
mental form, not connected with the opera.

nstru-

Haydn

added the Minuet between the second and last movements
of the symphony.

The four-movement symphony became

tandard by the end of the eighteenth century, even
though the minuet wa

sometimes omitted.

The f.1nal (fourth) movement soon made use of the
"rondo".

The sonata-form o

the first movement w s also

somet mes transferred to the last.

Eventually, in the

hands of Haydn and Mozart (among others), a synthesis
took place, the sonata-rondo form.

The air and va

t1ons also found a place in the f1nale,?5
Around 1770, the four-movement Classical type symphony became firmly established with the minuet being
the fourth part, but third in order.

This third place

position of the minuet was given more permanence by composers of the so-called Mannheim school 1n the
m1d-fort1es,
Style of Cl~ss1cal Symphonl•

The Classical sym-

phony was mainly homophon1c in style.

Although some
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counterpoint was used, it did not fully affect the style
as a whole,

Each theme was made predominant and, the e-

fore, became the nucleus of the music.

The phrases of

the thematic materials are clear, regular, and very com-

pact.

The harmony is very simple and conventional.

There

is an improvement in the use of dynamics and there 1s more
radat1on and contrast between loud and soft,
Inf~uencing Composers.

Johann Stamitz, a br111 ant

Czech violinist, beca e concertmaster at Mannheim in 1745
and, thereby, made the Mannheim School Orchestra the most
outstanding one in Europee
Stam1tz, known as a pre-Classical composer,
led the way to better o~gan1zat1on of the SYJ!lphony. In particular. he gave new weight to
transitions between themes and to the section
after the double bar (9ect1on A of Part II),
whtch may~ from this point on, be called the
development section. Stam.1tz set a pattern
for all to follow by deriving transitiona.l
material from the themes themselves. Further,
by employing sequence repetition of bass
passages, mot1ves derived from themes, and s1mllar device~, he went far in the direction of
the~~tic manipulation nstead of thematic
statement and restatement.76
~he general outline of the form ln the sy phonies of Stamitz was regular, the first
movement was an allegro, broad and vigorous in
character; the second movement was a slow movement which showed clearly the influence of the

76

Ulrich and P1sk, op. cit, p. 326.
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operatic aria; the third movement was a
lively vivace or presto. A few forecast
the latter symphony by including a minuet
and trio between the slow and final movements. The internal structure of the first
movement was of the greatest significance
in the development of musical form, because in it the germ of the Classical sonata
form made its first appearance in a symphony.77
Stamitz was one of the composers who is credited
with stabilizing the position of the minuet and trio as
following the slow movement in the four-movement symphony,

H1s ideas later found the r

reates

fulfillment

in the works of Haydn, Mozart and others of the Classical
period.
The Classical symphony first attained 1ts eminent
position through Joseph Haydn,

His reformation of the

symphony is considered to be one of the greatest achievements in the history of the arts.

During the 1780's,

the new style of symphony came to light for the first
time in Paris.

It reached its eminence in the London

symphonies of the 1790's.
Haydn disinherited all of the traditional ideas and

used many popular themes in his symphonies,

This made

77 Theodore M. Finney, A Histor~ of Mus1c (New Yorltr
Harcourt , Brace and World, Inc., 19 7), p. 378.

the symphony more German 1n character,

Haydn did not

always oarry through or develop the entire themes because he evidently preferred to select insignificant,

small motifs from these,

During the process of ma.kin~

these changes, he succeeded in forming great periods and
presenting dramatic developments.

CLASSICAL SONATA FORM
The most significant single movement form of the
Classical period was the sonata-allegro form.

Even

though 1t was sometimes modified, it was the basis for
nearly all the instrumental music of the period,

the

symphony, the concerto, chamber music and the keyboard
sonata.

It was considered a most satisfying form of all

music because of the balance of repetition, variation,
and contrast.

Although it evolved from the rounded bi-

nary form of the Baroque Period, it soon became regarded as a ternary form, consisting of the exposition,
development and recap1tu1at1on sections.

It was later

established as a group of three or four movements which
follow certain structural plans,

This form 1s also

called single movement sonata form.
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Basic Structure.

As opposed to the Baroque sonata

wh1ch usually begins with a slow movement, the Classical
sonata opens with an allegro movement.

Occasionally, as

with Haydn symphonies, a slow introduction 1s used.

The

basic structural plan of the first movement 1s known as
s onata-allegro form and consists of three principal sect ions:

expositionr development, and recapitulation.

The exposition section consists of a first theme
{or theme group) and a second theme (or theme group).
A third theme and a

codetta may be used to end the sec-

tion and transition passages serve to link the thematic
passages.

The essential contrast 1n the exposition 1s

in terms of tonality . The first theme group 1s presented

in the tonic keyJ the remaining parts of the exposition
are presented in a different key, such as the dominant
or a relative major.

The themes themselves often have

c ontrasting musical characteristics and moods.

In some

sonata-allegro movements. however, the themes are similar
in character and, occas1onally t the same material will
appear in the first and second theme groups.
The development section, which 1s the middle p~rt
of the sonata-allegro form, consists of free treatment
or development of any or all of the thematic material
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presented 1n the expos1t1on.

It features frequent mod-

ulations to distant keys and frequent changes in instrumentation, dynamics, texture, and character.

Generally,

1t has a feeling of motion and tension, and usually the
last few measures of the development section are centered
around dominant tonaUty in order to effectively prepare
for the beginning of the recapitulation section.

The recapitulation section shows the principle of
repetition because it consists of a return of the material of the exposition section.

Although it 1s brought

back basically 1n its original form, there might be slight
changes 1n instrumentation, texture and other elements.
However, one mandatory change is that the recapitulation
has to have the second and third theme groups and condetta
presented in the tonic key instead of 1n a related key.
To these three main sections. Clas&1cal composers
often based a prefactory introduction (generally 1n a
slow tempo and often based on independent thematic material} and concl.uding coda

(either in the same or a

faster tempo and regularly based on material from the
three main sections of the movement},
(Italians

The term~

tail or end) is used for the conclusion of an
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entire movement; but the term codetta (Italian:

little

tail or end) usually ends the sections within a
movement.
The second movement of the Classical sonata 1s in
a slow tempo and 1s usually the sub-dominant key. or
the rele t1 ve major key or in the dominant key,

Several

structural plans are used but the most popular one consists of:

(1) the rondo, 1n which the form, according

to contrast of thematic materials, 1s AB A; (2) song

f.2E!!, which includes the use of shorter themes in v~r1ously related plans1 (J) variations; (4) sonata.allegro form; (S) sonatina form.
The third movement, called the M1nuetr 1s optional
1n the Classical Period.

It 1s usually omitted in the

concerto and in all three movement symphonies and sonatas,
However, when used, it has a moderate or fast tempo in
three-four timer and follows a structural plan callf'd
song form with 0 1!:!.2" or "minuet and trio,"
Each of the three main sections 1s n song fom so
th.at the whole plan may be represented in a fornu a as
follows,
A BA '

runuet

CDC'
Trio

A BA '

Minuet
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Influencing Composers.
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o1nt the way to men like Haydn and Mozart,

both of whom carried on h1s ideas

nth 1r own sonata

and other works.7 8
The "Sonata in C Mlnor 1 of Johann Christ an Bach
(11th son of Johann Sebastian Ba.oh and bother of Carl
Philipp Emanuel), set the pattern for later keyboard

wo-rks of Mozart and Beethoven.79
78 Harold Dart, "Classicism," Music Journal, XXII
No. 8 (November, 196~), p. 46.

-

79 Ib1d.
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J hann Stamitz, founder and conductor of the faMous
court orchestra at Mannheim, was also very instrument 1
in helping to establish the comparable Baroque contrasts
in the body of Classical sonata form,

The opening move-

ment of the tSymphony in E-flat" by stam1tz, 1s written

in the "sonata-allegro"form with marked dynam c contrasts be tween successive pas stti;e s, e. fa vo r1 te dev1 oe

of the -preceding Baroque writers,

All of his ideas

found their greatest fulfillment in later works of Haydn,
Mozart and others of the Classical Period.

Stamitz was

also credited for the introduction of the "Minuet" as a

movement of the Classical sonata and syM:phony,

CLASSICAL SONATA-ROlDO
During the late eighteenth century, a new form
called "Sonata-rondo" emerged.

It was frequently used

in the Classical sonatas r symphonies, concertos and many

quartets for the final movement.

It was developed from

the rondeau, which was an important form of French music
frequently found in the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

However, in the late eighteenth cen-

tury, this French rondeau was developed into the rondo

form of the sonata. 80

80Apel, op. cit,, p. 651.
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Basic Structure.

The conventional rondo consisted

o f a regUlar alternation of two or more thematic sections
using the structural plan of ABACABA ; however. the
sonata-rondo differed from this plan.

It contained more

elaborate transitions, substituted a development section
for t he middle part and remained in the tonic key for

t he f inal return to the ''B.. section.

It al so differed

from the true sonata form because it always returned to
t he "A" section in the form of a coda,
I t can be assumed that the general characteristics
o f the sonata form were united with those of the rondo.
The f ollowing is considered to be a model arrangement of
sonata-rondo forms
Section
A

The main theme {reprise), which returns at regular intervals, usually in
the tonic key.

B

The first contrasting section (couplet),
which usually stands in the functional
area of the dominant, and which 1~ analogous in tonal area and function to the
second group in a sonata exposition,

A

Although this first return of the reprise
may be, and frequently 1s, varied or abridged,
1t must appear at this point in a sonatarondo. If it does not, the work must be considered as being some other form.
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C

(A)

A section which at times contrasts w1th
earlier material, as 1n Beethoven's
Sonata Op. 2, No. J, beginning at measure
103J and at other times is handled like
the developm.ent section of a sonata form,
as in Haydn's Symphony 10.3 (Drum Roll),
beginning at measure 182.
This and subsequent returns of the reprise may be omitted. Mozart frequently
omits this statement thereby producing
h1s favorite arrangement of the sona.tarondo, as in the P1ano Sonata K.309 (K.E.
284b)~

B

(A)

The return in the tonic key of mate.ri l
presented in the first couplet, 4 return
similar to that of the econd group 1n the
ecapitulation of a sonata form.
Haydn and Beethoven nreferred either
to omit this statementr or to telesoop
it with the coda, See Haydn's Symphony
102 and Beethoven's Sonata Op. 26,

This model, appropriately qualified,

s accepted by most

theorists as a reasonably accurate representation of the
sonata-rondo as 1t exists in the works of Haydn, Mozart.
and 3eethoven. 8 l
Influeno1nz: Ccmnos.e.rs • . Earlier undeveloped examples
of the sonata-rondo form occur in the sonatas of Johann
8J.
Malcolm s. Cole, nsonata-Rondo 11 the Formulation
of A Theoretical Concept in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Centuries, 11 The Musical Quarte · v, 110 , rJv r ~'o, 2 ( \pril,
1969), PP~ l'B'l-182, - -
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Christian Bach, in the independent rondoQ of Carl
Ph lipp Emanuel Bach, and 1n the early works of Haydn.
The composer who actually presented the sonata-rondo
first has been qu1te a conflicting debate among theor-

ists for many years.
In 1924, Wilhelm Fischer ascribed the invent on of
the sonata-rondo to Haydn.
stated decis1v lya
ozart) 1n

In 19J5~ Rudolf von Tobel

.. The so·nata-rondo 1s created (by

773, c Quartet, K. 157, D SY1I1phony. K, 181."

Tobel's view 1s the prevailing one today, and the 1nvest1gat1ons of the writer so far tend to confirm thi
statement.

Mozart appears to have been the first to use

the sonata-rondo

and without doubt, he wa

the compo~er

who was most involved with it in its initial year,

Al-

though a mueh more detailed study is needed to definitely
establish the finale of the Quartet K. 157 of l??J as
the first sonata-rondo, it seems probable that the sonata-

rondo did originate approximately at this tlme,82

Many examples of this form exist in the final movements of Beethoven ' s earlier pianoforte sonatas such a

Op. 2, No. J

and Op. lJ.
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THE CLASSICAL CONCERTO
The ~lass1cal concerto developed directly from the
Baroque solo concerto.

In a general sense, it resembles

the Baroque concerto because it 1s based largely upon
the exchange of material between a solo instrument and
the entire orchestra,
There was more of a tendency toward a more vocal
and melodic sty e that finally led to the concertos of

the c assical composers of Vienna,
came

The compo.ers be-

ncreas1ngly interested 1n more melodious themes,

greater rhythmic variety and fewer alternations o
tutti and solo sections.

the

Often, the finales were no

longer constructed according to the same pr.inoiples as
the opening movements, but, w re dancelike pieces in
binary form~ 83
Basic Structure.

The Classical concerto is written

1n a three-movement form just as the solo concerto of
the Baroque Period.

However, them nuet movement of

the Classical symphony is not used.

The formal structure

83nouglass M~ Green, Form in Tonal Mus1c (New
York: Holtp Rinehart and Winston, Ino. 1.965) p • 233 •
r
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of the movements tend to modify the Classical sonata
form.
The first movement of the Classical concerto 1s
actually a modified sonata-allegro form.
tion usually consists of three main parts,

The exposi-

{l) The

opening tutti, 1n which principal themes are introduced, ends in the tonic key,

(2)

The solo instru-

ment then enters either with a brilliant introduction
or immediately with the principal subjectr (J) The
exposition closes with a short tutti section.

The

solo instrument and the orchestra then take part in a
short development section~ which leads through various
keys back to the tonic.
The recapitulation begins with a tutti section that
corresponds to the first tutt1 section but it 1s shorter.
A

solo section corresponding to the first solo section

of the exposition follows and another short tutti ends
the section.

Then the solo instrument plays a cadenza.

Cadenzas are either written by the composer of the concerto , composed separately by the performers or someone
else, or most often in the Classical Period, improvised
by the performer,

They are followed by a brief tutti
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section, either with or without the solo instrument
which concludes the movement.
The second movement 1s quite ornamented and usually
1n some sort of enlarged song form, a first rondo or a
variation form.
The third and last movement is 1n a fast tempo and
usually in the form of the rondo.

Occasionally, a short

cadenza is used,

Influencing Composers.

The concertos of Locatelli,

Tartini . Padre Martini , Leo Pergolesi, Durante J and Hasse
exemplify the early stages of the new type of concerto.
However , the transition from the Baroque solo concerto
to the Classical concerto 1s attributed to Fach's sons,
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach and Johann Christian Bach.
At a very young age, Mozart was influenced by Johann

c.

Bach and 1n his concertos, of which there are approx-

imately fifty, the first movements exhibit the same be.sic
structural plan found 1n those of Johann Christian Bach.
As a matter of fact, 1n 1765, Mozart converted thre~ ,.,f

Johann Christian Pach 's son~tas into oiapo concertos.
Mozart did a much better 1nh ..,1' r~-wr1 tin - these ··io ks

but he did not deviate from Bach ' s adherence to the standard procedure in the first movements.
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Th
ular y

cone rto~ of
01101•~

v vald1an
slow one.
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r , Haydn, and B ethoven reg-

the standard mov ment scheme of the

concerto,

two fast movements surrounding a
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conce,rto ,

wo, rather than thre

on the other hand, have on y

movements. 84
SMALL ORCHESTRAL FOR iS
During the

econd half of the

1 rge ~uan it es o

chestral ens

bes,

r

mu 1e
Thi

mu

ighte n h cen~u

writ en for
wa

given v riou

uc.h a.s1 serene.de, c.assa.tion, and rl1vert1. ento,
terms were often used 1nte change bly

orna es

These

nd usual y con-

sisted of from four to ten move ent, many of which
were danc

such as

1nuets,

vottes

d others.

They

were written fer small orchestras and usually requ1 ed
only a few instruments on a p.art,

Haydn wrote about

sixty-five of these compos t1ons and 'tozart wrote about

thirty_
Chamber Music.

The music wr1 tten for a small group

O·f instruments ( solo) contlnued to be important in the

Classical Period,

84 Ib1d . , 233,

-

The figured bass or

£,EDt\!l1a2 part
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was abandoned and it became more homophontc t~an the

ch/Imber music of the Baroque Period,

Many 1nstrUI!lents

were grouped together to form different instrumental

en<Jembles.
The string quartet became the most important ensembl~ 1n Classical chamber music.

It replaced the

string fantasy ensemble of the Renaissance
trio sonata of the Baroque.
a viola, and a cello,

and the

It consists of two violins,

The music written for such an

ensemble 1s called a ,.string quartet.''

The structural

form is the same as the Classical sonata.
principal composers of this form were,

Some of the

Luigi

Boccher1n1, Haydnr Mozart and Beethoven.
The mixed quartets of the Classical Period included,

three strings and one other instrument (usually

piano, flute, or oboe), string trio , string quintet,
and mixed quartet plus piano, flute or oboe.

The Violin Sonata.

The violin sonata is the least

important of the Classical chamber music media.

Haydn

wrote twelve violin sonatas and Mozart wrote approximately thirty five for violin and piano,
The Keyboard Sonata.

One of the chief sources, not

only of the form but of the idiom of the Classical
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symphony. was the keyboard sonata, notably the sonatas
of Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach and his younger brother,
J ohann Christian Bach,85
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach was the creator of th
modem expressive style which, while acknowledging inspiration from various quartets, was not derived from
other instruments or from vocal models, but was 1. d1genous and 1d1omatic, 86
During the period of creating this idiom, Car
Ph111pp Emanuel Bach arrived at the new sonata form, but
it wa

f1:t.r less important than the idiom and the

r1nc1-

pal involved,
Bach's early piano sonatas - "Prussian Sonata.
opus l" and the

II

urttemberg Sonatas," opus 2, estab-

lished the musical dialect of the Cla sical style.

They

had themes of symphonic pregnancy, developments of so ber intensitYt harmonic intricacies of startling
1ty, and a humor of disarming bonhomie,

odem-

These sonatas

were widely knm-m and their idiom passed from them into
other speeies. 87

85

Lang, op. cit •• p. 595.

86 Ib1d.,
87~.

p,_

596.
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Two distinct types of cl~v1er sonatas were apparently cultivated by Carl Ph111pp Emanuel Bach: one
entirely pianistic in nature and texture and leaning
toward the empfindsamer St11 of the Berlin school: the
other. sounding like genuine scores of symphonies.
It 1s easy to understand why Haydn and Mozart paid
such sincere tribute to Carl Philipp Emanuel ~.ach.

He

set a new precedence of form and his influences not only
env3loped Haydn and Mozart but reached through to
Beethoven, whose piano sonatas became direct issues of
expressive "dramatic sonatas" of Bach.
The keyboard sonatas of Haydn and Mozart were usually three-movement works 1n the Classical sonata, but
some had only two movements,
varied,

The structure of movements

Many of He.yd.n ' s earlier sonatas were 1n the

older binary plan of movement rather than in sonataallegro form.
The sonatas of Wilhelm Friedeman uach (1710-1784)
and Johann Christian Bach, made some very important contributions 1n the development of the Classical keyboard
son.a tas.

The sonatas of Huzio Clementi ( 1752-1832), how-

ever, led up to more advanced sonata style of Beethoven,

6J
whose thirty-two piano sonatas became the culmination
of that form.

THE CLASSICAL OPERA
While symphonies and quartets were being produced
in countless numbers in the Classic era, the theater,

both dramatic and lyric, again became the focal point
of the temporal arts. not because it offered a spectacle
and representation as 1n the Baroque, but bee
t>"'r

tte

ua.l powers,

on, a f e

dev

e

t

n•s ind v -

Thi~ Class cal theater a.nd opera ch~ p-

1oned characters who were sculptured individuals in contradistinction to the Baroque tragedy were idealized
88
types.
Operas of the Classical Period show sign1f1c nt advances 1n style and technique.

Many of the Baroque

character1st1cst such as emphasis on virtuoso s1nl7'1n."'

and spectacular stage effects were eliminated and

or

attention was given to the effective use of the orchestra
choru~ and vocal ensembles.

A better balance was achieved

between drama and music and the main characters were cast
88

,!lli., p. 65J.
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in more effective roles.

Even with the vast change of

the opera, one feature of Baroque opera was continued.
It was the division of the music into set pieces or
numbers.
The field of opera music expanded in the eighteenth century,

It is surprising to note that rela-

tively few of those operas of this period are included
in the standard operatic repertory today.
Italian Opera Ser1a.

The Neapolot~n School of

Opera, which began 1n the late seventeenth century,
prosuered greatly and spread all over Continental Europe
during the first half of the eighteenth century.

Even

though many composers and listeners were perfectly satisfied with the Italian opera, other composers noticed the
imperfections and sought to restore a balance between
music and drama.

It was finally realized that a refor.n

in opera was just as inevitable as was the rise and
growth of other operatic styles. particularly in the
field of comic opera.
Most of the characteristics of the eighteenth cen-

tury opera caused a great controversy, therefore they
became the object of attack and reform in the second half
of the eighteenth century.

The undesirable characteristics
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of the o~era ser1a were, (1) Opera plots were art1f1c1al
and very complex; they centered around intricate love
scenes and impossible s1tuat1ons.

(2) There were usually

six r.haracters representing three of each sex.
ma.tic truth was generally neglected.
e mphasis on arias were objectionable.
consisted of many arias.
little.

(J)

Dra-

(4) The overMost of the operas

(5) The chorus was used very

(6) There was almost an exclusive use of

castrat1 (male sopranos and altos) because women were
generally barred from leading roles.

(7) The parlando

style of recitative became very prominent,
Some of the principal composers of the Italian opera
in the eighteenth century Classical Period were:

Niccolo

Jom.melli, Tommaso Traettat Antonio Sacch1n1 ,uid Chr1stop
W1ll1bald Gluck,
Reformation of the Opera.

The essential character-

istic of the new kind of serious opera that arose in the
period after 1760 gave new strength to the dramatic element.

The form apparently began again to justify its

earlier name of "drama in music."

This achievement ls

usually credited solely to Glucki however, many other
composers took part 1n the reformation, particularly
Niccolo Jommell1 and Tommaso Traetta.
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Jommelli, born 1n Naples, began his career 1n 1737,
with operas of the conventional type.

In 1753,

hortly

a~ter developing a friendship with Metastas1o, he was
appointed chapelmaster to the Duke of Wurttember

in

Stuttgart and found himself in the center of French
masters, Lully and Rameau.
In his operas o

this period, the recitativ s are

expressive and varied in style, well-suited to c-rrying
forward the dramatic implications of the librettos.
Choruses, which had been important elements in th
oper

French

and had been used to further the dramatic action,

appeared ln his works to an increasing degree.

n fact,

lar e scP- e complexe , consisting of many disparate ele-

ments welded together into a dramatic unity

became fea-

tures of his Stuttgart operas. 89
Tommaso Traetta

who had a number of succes ful

operas in many Italian cities, wrote several woks that
reflect many of the French influences found in Jo
operas.

e li's

His choral operas, conta1ning e aborate ballets,

were due to the result of capturing the dramatic ideas
of ~ameau.

He also employed large ensemble scenes,

89u1r1ch and P1sk, ____
p. JJJ.
op. c~~•
it
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proving his familiarity with the opera bui'fa,

Recita-

tives. which are orchestrally accompanied and emotionally varied, are notable features of his style.
Thus, both Jommelli and Traetta made notable changes in the serious opera of their time.

such elements

a~ choruses. ballets, ensemble scenes. dramatic recitatives, and rich orchestral passages were regularly used.
But , n~ither composer really departed completely from
the · old type of libretto,

Melodic lines to the delight

of the $1r.ger gave,oppo~tun1t1es for free 1mprowtso.t1on
of caden7~s and other vocal embellish~ents.

Their

cho~uces remained large ly homophonic and hanion cally
:::1mple,

It is evident that the operas of these two

composers set the foundation for the refor:nat1on which
Gluck made an acnompl1shed reality,
Christoph W1111bald Gluck,

Christoph W1111bald

Gluck, a German born composer who was trained in Italy,
represents the Classical sp1r1t in opera as no other
contemporary did.

He began h1s work w1th1n the tradi-

tion of the Italian opera based on vocal v1rtuo~1ty, but
from there. he ecquir ed a style that met the new need
f'or dramatic truth and expressiveness,

He led. the way
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of return to the ideas of musical and dramatic clements
which had been established by Monteverdi as the eternal

goal of the lyric theater.

Gluck curtailed the purely

musical elements that had attached themselves to o~era
and were defeating its dramatic purpose.
Gluck was a reformer and possessed a true reformer ' s
temperament.

He

believed that the prime purpo~P. of the

opera was a dramatic one and that every aspect of the

opera should be an accomplishment of this goal,

His

ideals were not completely new, but he was the first
individual with the courage to make his theorie~ a
realization.
In order to achieve the theory that the dramatic
force of the libretto must be the most important aspect
of the opera, he eliminated virtuosity and substituted
lyric simplicity.

Then he strove to create mustcal por-

traits of his characters and their fee)ings,

In order

to do this, he returned to the use of simple plot taken
from mythology. instead of the complex ones, and made the
recitative more musically expressive.
The chorus was made more important throu~h its
dramatic use and became very much a part of the total
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work.

It was very reflective, at times, and regularly

participated in the action of the opera.
Gluck used the instruments of the orchestra to
create the proper mood and atmosphere through tonal
coloring,

He made the overture an 1ntroduct1on to the

mood and spirit of the opera and ut1l1zed the poss1b111t1es of dramatic expres~1on concealed in the various
orchestral timbres.

Gluck was not only a reformer of

the opera, but also one of the first great master~ of
orchestration .

Some of his most important operns were

"Orfeo ed Eurid1ce ,'' 1n 1762, "Alceste" 1n 17671 and
"Iphigen1e en Taur1de" 1n 1779,
Onera Buffa.

The Italian composers of seriou~ opera

were not really affected by the reforms of Gluck.
continued to write serious opera,

They

Although there was a

difference, to some extent , 1n form and content from the
earlier works , the differences were mainly derived from
the form of the opera buffa, or com1c opera.

This became

the most important 1tem of Italian music throughout the
eighteenth century and beyond.
The opera buffa grew out of the intermezzo, whtch
was a light- hearted piece 1n two acts sung during the
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1nterm1ss1ons of a three-act serious opera.

The form

used the rec1tat1vo secco, wlth the dialogue carried on
in repeated notes sung at a rapid tempo.

The bass voice

used the intermezzo and the full quartet of voices made
possible a number of ensembles in which all characters
joined.

A trend toward a new, greatly expanded type of comic
opera was set 1n motion by Carlo Goldon1 ( 1707-1 793), a
Venetian poet and dramatist.

Goldon1' s col"led1es were

solid in plot and structure.

They substituted subtle

humo:r

and honest sentiment for the farc1al and coarse

hw:ior that had characterized the earlier type and brought
d1gn1f1ed language and an air of refinement to the musical theater.

One of the first composers to set Goldon1's

librettos to music, beginning in 1749, was Baldassare
Galupp1, 90 Galupp1 composed over a hundred operas 1n
this new style.
The opera buffa reached a higher d1mens1on 1n the
works of G1ovann1 Pa1s1e1lo (1740-1816) a.~d Domenico
C1I!larosa (1749-1801).

Pa1s1ello started his career 1n

Naples and composed about fifty comic operas 1n twelve

----------
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year .. ,

C ma osa was also associated w1 th Naples q,nci he,

too. ,·rote operas in the comic vein,

Howeverr his

number totaled seventy-five.
Many stylistic and formal elements distinguish the
opera buffa from the opera ser1~.

The ensembl~ finale

became most important and in many instances, was merely

one in which the main characters appeared and presented
an appropriate closing.

La.terr many compo~ers devised

a large through-composed piece in which the singers
acted out their individual roles in concert style.

How-

ever, this ideal suffered grea.tly because 1 t lacked unity and dramatic impact.

The texture and other lnner dete.11.s of the opera
buffa were at times influenced by developments 1n the
serious opera; indeed, the major compo .s ers of the time

wrote with equal ease in both fields.

The growth of the

orchestra and the and the enrlch1ng of orchestral texture through mot1vic manipulation, bot

characteristic

of the opera seria, contributed to the increasing sonor-

ity of the opera buffa as we11,9 1
Arter 1760, woodwind and brass instruments were used
in increasing numbers, and as a result, the orchestra

91 Ibid., p. 34-2,.
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reached ne"Jr symphonic dimensions and importance.

N1ccolo Piccinni and G1ovarm1 Pa s1ello became outstanding for the1r us,. of str1k1ng melo le or rhythmic motives that became very appealing when used
throughout a scene.

Florian Gassmann, of Vienna, be-

came influenced by the emerging symphony and, thereby,
developed a more diversified orchestral texture throUgh
the use of instrumental doublings, imitation and recurrence of motives often used 1n sequence.
Finally, both

ypes of rec1tat ve (seoco and accom-

pagnato) continued in use.
parlando or

11

patter 11 style.

The first was usually 1n the
The second found consider-

able e!Ilployment in scenes where parody and exag eration
were used,

The.. melodic .aspects of the Italian onero

buffa, together with the formal textured, and comic aspects, become favorite articles of export to all the
00W1tr1es of Europe and continued in vogue until well
into the nineteenth century.9 2
Opera Com1gue.

The national French fern

opera was knoim as opera comique.

o-r

i1a;nt

It real y began around

1710 as a lowly form of' popular enterta1nm,e nt, but around

92

.!ill . •

p • J4 J •
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the mindle of thee ghteenth century, relied al o tentirely upon popular tunes.

These popular tunes were

called vaudeville in strophic form.
In 1752. Italian composers, called "buffon sts 11 ,
visited Paris and stimulated the production of opera
comiques in which original airs 1n a mixed Ital

n-

French style were introduced along with old vaudeville.
Gradually, the airs replaced the vaudev1lles1 and by
the end of the 1760's, they had completely abol shed the
vaudev1llesr thereby, newly compos1n

the entire sco e

One of the composers of this trans ton.al period
was Gluck, who arranged and composed a numbe,.. of operas

com1gues for the entertainment of the Court at V1enna..93
In 1752, Pergoles1•s opera masterpiece, "La serva
pardona 0 was successfully performed 1n Paris and provoked

quite a controversy among the publ1o.

The b1tt

dis-

agreement concerning Italian opera is as opposed to
French music and was loudly debated.

The whole episode

whlch anticipated the Gluck-Picc1rm1 controversy by

twenty-five yearst 1s known in music history as the .. war
of the buffoons."
9J Grout, op, cit., p. 4J2.
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Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712- 1778), philosopher a.nd
self-trained musician, became a snokesman for the
Italian trend.s and made his hostility toward French
music very evident in his musical wr1t1n~$.

He severely
~

criticized many aspects of French music by declaring that
it had no melody, was uns1ngable. the lang uage was unsui.ted to vocal setting and the plots were dignified but

unnatural.

Later in 1753, he produced hi~ com1~ onera,

"Devin du v'.\.llage" {The Village Soothsayer

11

)

,in Paris.

The opera was Italian in form but French in text.

The

me1odies were related to the vaudevilles of earlier dec-

ades and the plot was laid in a rural settinq,
setting was natural instead of mythological.

The

The opera ' s

success, a]ong with many Italian comic operas later than
Pergolesi's , prepared the way for a new type of comic
opera entirely French 1n formsr concention and fee.li~g.

The French opera comigue (like all the national forms

of li~ht opera except the Italian gpera buff~) used
spoken dialogue instead of recitative.

Follo~·11ng the

general European trend in the second ha.lf of the century,
the on~ra com1gue took on a romantic tin~et and some of

librettos furthermore dealt quite boldly w1th the burning
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social 1 sues th.at were ag1 t ting P:r""YICe rlu .in · t,.,

r

pre-

0

94
of the

the spoken

a o u

d othe

types u 1ng ~ec tativo

~c..£.2 with harps · chord a11d bass

ccomnan1 ent o

reo1tat1vo acoomt>a,gna.to with orchestra.

The fin.a

song

rr1tten 1n strophj e form w1 th a refra:'I n and ...elod c
style similar to the finale as established in the o"Oera
buf'fa.

Duets and trios appeared frequently but

mo

t of

the singing was in the :form of an "air, 11
The principal composers were Francois Andre-1Ja.nicanPh111d.or, Pierre-Aley..andore Monsigny and Andre ."G'rne~t
Modeste Gretry .,
~he ope~a com gue became extremely popular 1n France

and flourished through the Revolution and the Napoleonic
Era.

It even took on a g~eater musical s1gn1f1canoe dur-

ing the Romantic Period.
Operas 1n Other Countries~

After the conic opera

became so dominant in Italy and France, other ooul'ltries
also decided to create a native opera.

In England, the

result turned out to be the ballad oEera wh1oh,

1n

1ts

earliest form was s1m1lar to the French plays with occasional vaudevilles,

It consisted of farce, politi-

cal satire and entertaininr music consisting of several
fol¥ ballads sung at intervals during the play,

Toward

the end of the eighteenth century, new songs in ballad
style began to replace fam.111ar tunes and occasionally,
the plot became more serious or adventurous,

the ballad opera

However,

did not lead to a more highly devel-

oped form but did remain primarily an eighteenth century
produ0t,

The only notable eighteenth century composer

of English operas was Thomas Augustine Ame, who produced
many comic operas on sentimental or romantic subje~ts,
The best known example is the Beggar 's Opera, with text
by John Gay and music by John Pepusch.

In Germany, a form of comic opera called the
Singspiel, arose around the middle of the eighteenth century,
but

They were really adaptations of the ballad opera,

the librettists· soon changed to translations or

arrangements of French comic operas,
~!any of the eighteenth century sip...e:sp1el tunes found
their way into German song collections and, thus. in the
course of t1me, have come to be practically folk songs,
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The "Drino1pal early s1ngsp1el composer was Johann Adam
Hiller 0£ Le1pz1g,95
A typical V1enn1se s1ngsp1el composer was Carl
Ditters von Dittersdor:f, who was noted for his instrumental music,

The German s1ngsp1el was as important

as the Italian opera buf:fa 1n the historical background
of Mozart•s work for the theater.

SACRED MUSIC OF THE CLASSICAL PERIOD
The least significant developm,e nts 1n

usic of the

Class1caJ Period are 1n the field of sacred music, inc uding church music and the o:ra.torio.

They

ere very

much overshadowed by the opera and instrumental

o

the time,

M ny composers tried to br.1n

usic

sacred music

into conformity with the style of secular music.

A few

composers 1n the countries where Catholicism was predominant, managed to carry on the conservative tradition of
Palestrina, but the dom1.n ant trend was to i..11troduce into

the church the musical 1dioms and forms of opera., with
orchestral accompaniment, da capo arias and accompanted
reel ta t1 ves.

95Ib1d. ,

p.

4JJ.
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The list of the leading eighteenth-century Italian
church composers is almost identical with the list of
the leading opera composers of the same period,
more

than the Mass and mot

ii;rew t

be

nd

tingu s

he or~t- r1 o 1

Even

ta

ble from onera, e pee -

a ly when, as happened occasionally at Rome and Naples

a fter 1780t oratorios were staged and acted in co~tumes.
At the same time, some composers, particularly 1n northern I taly and southern Germany and Austria, ef ected a

coJT1promise between conservative and modern elements, and
this mlxed style - influenced also by the instrumental

symphonic forms of the Classical Period - was the backp-round of the sacred compositions of Haydn and Moza,..t,9 6
The music of the Lutheran church lost its quality
and importance after the death of Johann Sebastian Bach.
The main achievements of the north German composers
were 1n the half-sacred, half-secular form of the

O't"a-

torio; however, those written after 1750 show so e reaction against the excesses of operatic style.

The best

oratorios of this time were written by Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach.

In general, 1 t 1s wise to note that
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Classical church music was inferior because it was
mostly of a dramatic nature and appeared to have been
conceived for concert purposes rather than 11tur~1cal
usage.
The Mass.

At the beginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury, two tendencies were predominant and remained so
unt11 near the end of the century.

The first was to

employ secular style elements 1n sacred compositions,
and the second was to compose sacred works on the basis
of musical logia (rather than textual necessity) and
what might be called instrumental thinking.

The pr noi-

pal form in which these tendencies ca.me to expression was
the Mass - Nissa brevia as well as Missa soler.:m s - although motets and other sacred forms were not immune,97
After about 1750. these forms passed through the entire
body of sacred music,

This music is often considered

to represent an aesthetic deviation of the most extreme
type.
Two types of Masses, one with the style or the late
Baroque Period and the other in the style of the Rococo,
had an important element in common:

an easy-going

97 u1rich and Pisk, op. cit., J61.
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ap?roach to the sense of the liturgy and toward the 1nv1olab111ty of the sacred Office,

The dignified treat-

cent of the early Baroque Mass was abandoned and in its
place came the feeling that the laws of musical con~truction - regarding the balance of phrases, location of
cadence po.ints and contour of melodies.
observed

Finally , it was

that tradition specified that certain sections

of the text, especially the end of both the Gloria and

the Credo, were to be set in fugal style,
Mass in Naples.

Neapolitan composers 1n the early

eighteenth century were also active in the field of sacred music,

The few works available, show that, in gen-

eral . the composers of Naples wrote 1n a very conservative manner,

The influence of the early eighteenth oentury

opera on the Mass became very strong and. what was called a
"cantata Mass'' emerged.

Arias at times took on the sym-

metrical form of the da capo ar1a, Phrases were often
written 1n l.engths of two, four or eight measures E>.lonP;
with a ":'reat deal. of repetition.

The orchestra was fin-

ally made more fl.ex1ble and col.orful.

Wr1t1nQ'.' for a

family of instruments was abolished and writing for solo
instruments became more promtnent.

Eventually, as a
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forerunner of the futurer string instruments were given
leading roles in the orchestra.
Alessandro Scarlatti played a leading part 1n these
developme~ts as he had done in the opera. and the cantata.
Although he wrote many Masses , only a fe

of them have

been adequately examined or pub 1shed,

Mass in Germany and Austria.

The influence of the

operatic style on sacred music was strongly feJt in the
German-speaking countries.

The principal centers of

German Cathol c church music in the period abo t 1750
were Dresden, Vienna and Salzburg.

Composers act:tve in

those cities reflected their personal background~ 'l'!"\d
heri ta~es, of course 1 1n sp1 te of the weight of the
Ita ian tradition.

Johann

dolph Hase, at Dr

from 1739 to 176J, serves as a prime e ample.

de

A p pil

of A essandro Scarlatti, Hasse brought many ope atic de-

vices to expression in his ten Masses~

Choral parts,

as well as solo arias are filled with gay tunes that

often became sentimental. 98

Many timest J1assef' co ild

have passed as secular cantatas except for their texts,

on the other hand, Hasse often tried to unify

98 Ibid • , p , ;6 3 •

a.ch Mass
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movement by using a single rhythmic figure o .... melod c
1 ar

me oncasions tried using a

motiv, and on

motive in several movements.

His orchestral wr t

ne

n

the Masses a. so showed a greater degree of' motivic Mnip-.
ulat on an

approached the later symphonic tex+: ,..e

freedom from stereotyned aocompany1nlf p<1.t-te

ts

s,
t

e

f

om to have

:fourteen Mase •

n

o

ose

T ey all reflect the optlm s

e:nd af-

f rmat1on of l fe that an1 ated the mus c oft
ha f' of the century,
Hayfu} c U

o pos

a festive cantata-Mass of g eat

length w th the f eel1ng that the Church'

ta.l liturgy deserved br11 iant treatment.
ariosos and imposing choruses never det

most -r mdamen-

Draa.tic arias,
cted

orn the

sanctity of the text.
Haydn 's treatment of textual deta ls in se
reveals the shift 1n

Mas es

elig1ous outlook that had co e

bout in the mid-eighteenth century.

Perhaps

l"ldPr

the

influence of the Enlightenment the musical setting of the
Mass text was approached log1cally, 99

99 Ibid.

r

p. J6 6 ~

Haydn•s first few

BJ
Masses followed the old practice, but because they were
1n a. form that was loP."iCally and musically conr.e1ved,
it [;ecmed po1ntleGs not to begin where the text did,

From a.bout 1772s the full text was usually con.posed and
the 1ntoned beginning was d1sreF.arded by the compos~r.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, another outstanding composer of church music, had a style that ;·:as corJ!')letely

different from thElt of Haydn,

Mozart ansimilated and

pe1•fected every new stylistic manner that he C-ai!le in

contact w1.th, regardless of its origin,

Mozart ' s sys-

tem of gathering materials from various sources 1s clearly

revealed in his writings of the Mass.

He completed fif -

teen i:orkc in that cater:ory and they uerc coJ1 osed be-

tween 1768 and 1780,

Therefore, all of them a.re con-

sidered contemporary with Haydn ' s first r.even Masses,
Jr.ost of Mozart ' s Masses were written while he '1as

concertmaster and or ~n1st to the Archbishop Colloredo
of ~alzbur.,. t therefore , the majority of his Me.sses are
of n1ssa. brev1s type.

The works written to .:ihout 1774 ,

shou that contrapuntal texture appears at the traditional
places ~nd that short solo passages often emerse out of
the choral tutt1 to g 1ve variety to the choral textur ~s.
However, many of the Masses c ontai n or chestral acoompan1ments.
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The influence of Hasse 1G very apparent 1n another
group of Mozart•s Masses called Missa solemnis type.
His c-minor Mass. K. 139, written in 1772, reflects the
style and influences of Hasse because of its operatic

trends.

In many respects, this work can be considered

a cantata-Mass with operatic pathos in the arias and

considerable manipulation of thematic fragments in the
orchestral accompaniment.

CHAPTER IV
THE VIENNESE SCHOOL OF THE LATE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
During the second half of the eighteenth century,
there occurred, what ~ould be called a revolution in
the art of music.

The form and style used. by Bach and

Handel gradually disappeared.

New ones, which slowly

evolved from the opera, emerged to dominate the musical scene.
Haydn, Mozart, and the young Beethoven were composers who utilized the new forms and styles which were
experimented upon by preceding composers of lesser talents,

Their works can be considered a culmination of a

movement rather than a movement in itself,
The activity of these composers was confined for
the most part to Vienna and its vicinity; and , while
not one of them was actually born there, they are frequently referred to as the "Viennese School" and their
epoch as the "Viennese Period," one of the most
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significant periods in the development of modern instrumental music.

Ostensibly, the chronological limits of

the period would extend from the birth of Haydn (1732)
to the death of Beethoven (1827)e

In truth,, howeve ,

it was not wit11 1781 that F..aydn gave the world his
Opus JJ, six quartets which mark his maturity as a
100
composer,
During the last half of the eighteenth centuryt

V1.enna was the third largest city 1n Europe and the
capital of a large empire containing many racial groups.
Many of the nobles lived in huge~ luxurious pa_aces that
were built within city walls in order to keep out the
infiltration of revolutionary ideas produced by the
French Revolution.
Vienna had lon3 been famous as a center of musical
activity.

A number of private orchestras were main-

tained by members of nobility and this was considered a
pr1nc1pa

feature of the musical life 1n Vienna.

These

orchestras were composed of musicians who performed for
the entertainment of their noble employers, plus also
100

York:

Martin Bernstein, An Introduction to Music (New
Prentice-Hallp Ino, 1955), p, 135.
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worked at other household

dut es.

It was generally a

custom for the director of the orchestra, called the
kauellme1ster, to compose music and make it the property
of his employer.

In order to have a oomposition pub-

lished or sell it to an 1ndjvidua.l, the chapelmaster
had to have permission from his employer.
,

Musical tastes were exactly the reverse of those of

today - the Viennese nobles demanded a continuous supply

of new music,.

Inasmuch as their private concerts were

quite long, there was a tremendous demand for ~ew works,

Curious ways of securing mus c p
f e _ ently comm1,..

on

v. 1

~

•

Pr n c

·wou d

o po ers to supply the r establish-

ments with music and would order their musical needs in
batches, usually dozens or half-dozens; so that we find
Haydn, for example, writing six symphonies for some concerts 1n Paris, or s1Y quartets for a wealthy Viennese
wholesale merchant who was eager to have some Haydn concerts or quartets for the delectation of prospective purchasers of his goods,

101

Even though the proprietary rights of the nobles
seem distasteful, the system d1d have certain benefits
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and advantages.

There was an incessant demand for new

music, so the composer was given great incentive to
musical creativity and a new reason for accelerating
the progress of the art.

Therefore, the composer of

the period was liberally compensated for any social
inferiority that he might have felt by enjoying the
pleasure of knowing that everything he wrote would be
performed before select and discriminating audiences,
Eighteenth century Classicism in music was , indeed , influenced by its heritage from Greek culture to
the actual economical , political , literary, industrial.
artistic and sociological elements of the century .
These elements of the eighteenth century, as well as
the "Viennese School" of this period, had great influence upon Classicism of this century and are reflected in the works of the following composers used in this
paper as model examples,
FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN
The first composer to play an important role in all
of this activity in Vienna was Franz Joseph Haydn.

Haydn,

born in Lower Austria, showed high aptitudes in music as
a small boy , so his parents sent him. to study voice, clavier
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and violin at Ha1nburg .

Haydn had a :f1ne singing voice

and served as a choir boy at st. Stephen ' s Cathedral in
Vienna :for nine years .

hen his voice broke. he was dis-

missed and left to play his violin in street ensemble
groups in order to survive.
The most important aspect of this period in Haydn ' s

life vas the rigorous discipline of self-instruction which
he imposed upon himself.

The guides whom he took for h1 -

self were Carl Philipp Emanuel

ach , the famous son of the

great Leipzig cantor , whose sonatas for clavier he studied
assiduou ly , and Johann Joseph Fux , to

work, "Gradus ad Pamassum ," Haydn
great thoroughness .

hose theoretical

applied himself with

Like almost every composer of genius,

Haydn was practically self- taught.
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Haydn became assistant chapelaaster at the palace o:f

Prince Paul Esterhazy in 1761 , where an exc llent orchestra
of fourteen performed .
the

Haydn ' s job was to take charge of

usic upon order of the Prince , see that the musicians

dressed correctly , train the musicians and take care of the
instrUDents , and compose music upon order of the Prince.
Prince Paul died in 1762 and was succeeded by a brother ,
Prince Nicholas , who tas quite an enthusiastic patron of music.
He was very kind to Haydn and soon gave h1m full command of
all the musical activities of the palace

Now he was able

to comnose freely and his works were published and made known.
The symphonies were per fo r med at an orchestral concert as
lOZibid., p . 136 .
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far away as New York City in April 1782.

His experien-

ces chapelmaster were very rewarding .
Haydn started appearing at a series of concerts in

London shortly after the death of Prince Nicholas 1n
1790.

He returned to Vienna in 1792, but went back to

London in 1794, for other performances with a total of
twelve new symphonies.

Returning again to Vienna 1n

1795. he completed an oratorio, "The Creation. "

The

first performance of this work in 1798 was a great personal triumph and all the nobility of Vienna were present.

Truly , the composer was the object of universal

acclaim.
Historically speaking, Hayd.n was of tremendous importance to the Classical Period.

Even though he has

been called the "Father of the symphony", and the
"Father of the string quartet," both forms had existed
long before Haydn.

The truth 1s that he crystallized

these forms for all times and through continuous use,
demonstrated their musical potentialities to the world.
Haydn was predominantly a composer of instrumental
music and his 1d1om was mainly a homophon1c one,

Melody

was fresh and 1ntr1ns1cally instrumental 1n style. and
was one of the outstanding characteristics of Haydn 's
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music.

He also had a great fondness for themes that

were folk-l1ke 1n character~
One of the great contributions of Haydn as the

standardization of the instrumentation of the orchestra.
The one hundred four symphonies of Haydn demonstrated
the possib111t1es of the combination of instruments
tlult he had chosen; and, this part1oular orchestral

group1n~ has remained substantially unaltered ,o the
present day,

The Classical orchestra was compo ed

the usual str ngs;

or

aw odw1nd section of s x p eye

two flut s, two oboes, and two ba

cons; a bra

s c-

two horns and two trumpetsr and a pair

t on of four,

of ~ettledrumsi clarinets are fond only 1n the last

Y""Phonies. 103
Haydn handled the SD'la11 orchestra with great sk 11
and w th fine ap

n. pe

n e o

coio

ec ation for the to~

of

P

h

...v

of Haydn are his symphonies and qu.a.rtets
above all,, an instrumenta

compo . . e •

ecause he was,

wol" worki:;

~

tten
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for a .s olo instrument or "'or two instruments 1n comb1nat1.on, the term sonata 1 s used,

A usual group of

four string instruments 1s called a. string guartet.
The name symphony 1s given to works for orchestra alone,
and concerto names a composition for an orchestra and

solo instrument.

No matter what the instrumental com-

bination is, the form is the same.
The four movements of a typical Haydn symphony
usually are 1

l.

A short, slow 1ntroduct1on followed

w1 thout

pause. by a fast movement in three-part form,

2.

A slow movement, either a set of variations
or a song-like movement in three-part form.

3,

A

minuet.

4,

A

fast movement in sonata form.

.

.

J 04

An example of the above form can be found in Appendix A,

The symphonies written during the first ten years
at "Esterhazy are all quite short and many of them are
experimental.

"Symphony No. 31" (with the Horn S1~1)

is divertimento - like in its conspicuous use of the winds

104Ibid,, p. 141.
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(four horns instead of two) and in the theme, and
variations form of the finale,
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In general, his

symphonies of the 1760's show progress toward more
s erious -and me.a ningful musical content plus m.ore
subtle use of form..

The symphonies in the years

1771 to 1774 are on a

larger scale and considered Haydn's best works,

Haydn ' s string quartets of the early 1?70's are
like d.1 vertimentos with five movements all written 1n
the same key and in the light pre-Classical style of the

mid-eighteenth century.

The six quartets of Opus 3 show

a few important advances toward his latter sty e.

The Quartets Opp. 17 and 20, composed respectively
in 1771 .and 1772, are Haydn's first real masterworks in

the form.

In these, especially in the six of Op. 20

(known as the Sun quartets), he achieved a union of all
stylistic elements and a perfect adaptation of form to
musical content, by doing

0 1

he definitely established

both his contemporary fame and his hiatorioal position
106
as the founder of the Classical string quartets.

lOSGrout~ o_p, cit,r p. 443.
I0 6Ib1d., P~ 444.
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Haydn's operas were successful at ~sterhazy's and
they contain many beautiful individual numbers, but he

did not possess the talent for dramatic composition.
He realized his inadequacy and in 1787, and declined to
compose any operas.
Haydn 's songs were merely a side issue with him.
Some part• songs for three or four votces with piano accompaniment , dating from 1796, were among his most attractive compositions.
The six t~sses composed at Esterhazy's between 1796
and 1802, show the influences of Haydn ' s recent interest in the symphony*

They are written on a large scale

of festival Masses using orchestra, chorus and four solo
vocalists.

His late Masses, written in true Viennese

tradition, interchanged solo voices with chorus and
gave a leading position to the orchestra.

The sym-

phonic style and even symphonic principles of the form
were very prevalent 1n th1~ work.
During one of Haydn' s trips into London around 179lt
he became acquainted with Handel's oratorios.

He was so

proudly inspired by the "Messiah" that he decided to write
two oratorios - "The Creation" and .. The Seasons,"

Both
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oratorios are religious in concept, but large~ depict

nature and man ' s innocence of joy in natura

life.

Both the devotional and the pastoral imp 1cat1ons
of the texts are reflected in Haydn's music, and the
instrumental 1ntroduct1ons to the various divisions of'
these oratorios are among the finest examples of the
late e1ghteenth-century program mus1c. 107
The perfected Classical style of the late eighteenth
century owes more to Haydn than anyone e se, and owes
most of a11t to his genius for pure instrumental form ,
for in this area, Haydn was
108
of all composers.

one of the

ost sophisticated

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born 1n 1756 at
Salzburg, Austria, which was considered a very outstanding center of music during that time,

His father,

Leopold Mozart ~ was the assistant chapel director for
the archbishop and a very reputable v1ol1n1st-composer
a.n d author of an important v.1,ol1n method that was

lO?Ibid. • p. 4.53.
lOSibid
454,
- · · p.
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translated into several languages and used for many decades.

Wolfgang was discovered to be somewhat of a

child prodigy when he was very young because of his
phenomenal musical abilities , therefore, his father
started to devote all of his time to educating the boy,
irolfgang ~(ozart played the harpsichord when only
three years old and was compos1ng short pieces by the
age of five.

Mozart also studied the clavierJ violin

and composition under the fine teachings of his father
who wanted only the best possible musical training for
the boy,

Wolfgang's sister, Marianne, was also quite

pro~!cient on the harpsichord.

Therefore, in order to

make use of these talents, the father took the two children on a tour of the principal European cities,

Much

time was spent in Paris, London, and Versailles, where
young Wolfgang amazed the audiences with his genius
ability to perform on the harpsichord, violin and organ.
He aJso showed his ability to accompany songs and transpose them at sight.

Another unbelievable talent was

!-'ozart • s skillful ab111 ty to improvise •
. Mozart was still composing , in the meantime,

He pro-

duced h1s first minuets at the age of six, h1s first
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symphony just before his ninth birthday, his f

to a-

torio at eleven, and his first opera at twelve. 10 9
Young Mozart's life up until 1773 was filed with
concert tours and outstand ng achieve~ents as a perfor er and composer.

He met many important mu~ cians

of the day and was highly praised by all except the new
Archbishop of Salzburg.
During these formative years, Mozart was exposed to
every kind of music being written or heard in ,. stern

Europe,

He tried to absorb all of the mus cal lmowledge

that was po~sible from the different sty es and
composers.

deas of

He even tried to imitate some of these styl

St

but through attempted imitations , he succeeded in making
mprovements.
t1a

Therefore, the ideas that were 1nfluen-

to h m were echoed in h s early productions and con-

tinued to mature

n his mind.

Elements of the mo. t diverse sty es found a

lqce

in his works from time to time, but they •rere I"lod fied
or transformed in his works to meet his personal require-

In a sense, Mozart ' s style is the result of

ments,

109

llli• ,

p.

455.
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everything he heard and experienced throughout his lifetime, brought into order and refined by his immaculate
110
sense of taste.
His work is a synthesis of the ideas of the late
eighteenth century, a magic mirror in which wa

re-

flected the music of the whole period and illuminated
by his own transcendent genius.

In this quality of

universality, l1ozart surpassed Haydn; for, unlike Haydn,
he is equally great in both instrumental and voca
compos1t1ons, 111
Mozar+ did not have to spend many long hour,. struggling with composing because this seemed to be a natural
talent which required minimum effort on his part.

He

had been taught thoroughly and systecatically from infancy and he learned quickly from each new musical impression,

Even his most elaborate works were usually

fully conceived and developed before being written out

and on some occasions, he was able to produce brilliant
works without premeditation.
Mozart gave charming melod1est harmonies, and

nner

structures to the prevailing forms of that day that were

llOUlrich and Pisk, o 'O" cit •
111
Grout, on. cit., p. 445.

'

p.

351 •
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distinctly his own.

He had accurate instinct for bal-

ance and clarity but even th1s could include h1s great
emotional warmth.
Wolfgang 's greatest attainments were made ·through
his concertos , symphonies and operas of the last decade
of his life,

He made improvements that extended far

above those of Gluck an.d Haydn,

He paved the way for

Beethoven and several oth~r masters of the early nineteenth cent~.

Mozart was sincere in his appreciation

for the instrumental texture of chamber and orchestral
ensembles.
I•1any advances and improvements were made 1n the

opera that went beyond the reformation of Gluck even
though no deliberate plan of reform had been previously
made.

Perhaps this was due to his intu1t1ve ideas oi'

dramatic values and his stimulating wealth of resource
in characterizing persons and 1n depleting s1tuat1ons,
A fascinating combination of vitality , absolute musicianship and sent1mental1 ty appeared 1n most of h1s ,:orks,

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart sought expression in all the
forms and fields of composition that were prominent in
his day,

Fe was able to combine the best varying ten-

dencies of many schools and at the same time include his
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own individual traits in his many work~ because of his
many travels.
Mozart was one of the most gifted composers that
the world has ever knowns yett because of an unfortunate
combination of circumstances, his creative talent was
cut off at a very early age.

A

complete physical col-

lapse brought about his death in 1791, when he was only
thirty-five years old,
Mozart 's records of all his compositions were very
unorganized and disarranged,

Later, after the day of

Beethoven, composers started to number their wor$$ as a
regular practice.

In order to eliminate confusion, a

German scholar, Ludwig von Kochel, compiled a catalogue
of Mozart's works in 1862.
by

Therefore, they are mown

their numbers in the catalogue.

the ahbrev1ations of its German

The letters K. V, are

Yla.'!le,

Kochel Verzeichn1s.

Later on, the V•. was dropped and only the "Ktl remained.
ThP1"e are over six hundred of r'ozart • s works listed

1-)~r

¥.ocheJ.

Music and Accomplishment s~

Moz-=1rt was versa.tile in

all ty1:>es of compos1 t1ons .~ nri mad

c1Q;l'" i'-4 "ant contri bu-

tions to the opera , orchestral muG1c, chamber mu~1c ~~~
choral mus1o.

Hi

r:--

Co'll'lnosi tions were wr1 tten easily,

without stress or strain.
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The m~lodic attairu:ients in the dramatic music of
I n 1768, when

Mozart found their outlet in thP o~era,

only twelve years olda he composed his first important
oper a ,

0

Bast1en and Bast1enne. 11

Thi s one-act pastoral

opera is still an effective and captivating stage piece,

Then he wrote twenty-one other opPras, but only fifteen,
whi ch during the last ten years of his life, became
outst nd1ng :
,. The Abduction from the Seragl10 11

-

1782

" The Marr1ae:e of Figaro" - 1786

"Don Giovanni '' - 1787
11

Co s1 fan tutte" - 1 ?90

" The Ma s 1c Flute" - 1791

These chief dramatic wo::::-ks of the Viennese period were
call ed s1ng sp1els ,
"The Mar riage of Figaro'• became the epitome of
Italian e1a-hteenth century oper a buff.a , because of its
lively and amusing libretto, beautiful arias and great
e~~embles ,

However , 1t i s the opera buffa transformed

into human comedy, i n whi ch the characters are reel persons, thanks to Mo zar t ' s gen1us for characterization in
music.

The opera had only moderate success in Vienna,
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but its succe~s in Prague led to the request for another
opera which was entitled

0

Don Giovanni."

"Don Giovanni" was cons\dered a dramma g1ocoso,
tragic comedy.

11

''Cos1 fan tutte", on the other r..a.nd 1s

pure opera buffa, which includes some of Mozart ' c no~t
sparkling music,
"The •tag1c Flute"• with all the appearences of a
s1ngsp1el , has a lot of actlon that is full of symbolic

meaning and rich music that 1s so outstanding that 1t
has been regarded as the first and one of the greatest

modem German operas.

The opera has spoken dialogue in-

stead of rec1tat1ve, plus some characters and scenes

that are appropriate to popular comedy.

Much of its

~usic has quite a solemn mood,
"The Magic Flute" gives the 1mpress1on that Mozart
desired to weave into llEWdesigns the threads of all the
musical ideas of the eighteenth century1

the vocal opu-

lence of Italy , this folk humor of the German singsp1el;
the solo ariar the buffa ensemble, wh1oh 1s given new
musical meaning; a new kind of accompanied recitative
applicable to German text: solemn choral scenes; to even

lOJ

a rev1 val of the Baroque chorale prelude with contra112
puntal accompaniment~

Forty-nine symphonies were written by Mozart, b t
only four of these can be heard regularly 1n the repertory of modern symphony orchestras 1
"Symphony in D major, K 504 11

nsymphony in E-flat majorr K 543 11
minor, K 550

11

"Symphony 1n C major, K 425

11

''Symphony in

G

The most important characteristic

of Vienne e sym-

phonies 1s that Mozart always secures an effect ve con-

trast between the two sections

The 1.ast sym:ohon es con-

ta1n many harmonic progressions. p

development section~

rticularly 1n the

The orchestration is super band;

the tecture is always rich and full.

The Symphonies (K 54J, K 550, K 425) were composed
within a period of

ix weeks . but the intended oc as on

was never ma.de known.

Ea.ch has its own character, com-

plexed, perhaps, but distinct personality.

These

three works must be viewed as a complete and clear summation of three fundamental aspects of Mozart's musical
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life pnd, consequently, of the whole musical world of
the late eighteenth century.

An example can be fou.?td

in Appendix B.
The concerto. especially the one for piano, was
more important in Mozart 's works than 1n those of any
other composer of the second half of the eighteenth century ,

Even the concertos of Haydn were surpassed by

those of' Mozart,

Mozart's Classical concerto form was

establtshed 1n the 1780's and resembled the concertos
of Vivaldi 1n their general forms of three movements in
fast - slow - fast order,

Howevert the supreme differ-

ence 1s that Mozart's orchestra 1s the full symphonic
ensemble of the late eighteenth century.
/. first movement in one of :-Tozart • s concertos is typically constructed as follows,
1. Preliminary exposition by the orchestra of some of the principal themes, centering about the tonic key,

2, Fuller exposition by orchestra and
piano, which usually introduces additional
themes, expands the trans1t1ons and cadence~,
and modulates to the dominant as in the first
movement of a symphony.

J, Codetta-11ke extension of the previous
cadence by the orchestra,
4, Development section for piano and
orchestra,
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5.

Recanitulation, p1Pno and orchestra.

6. Second codetta for oroher:tra, which
comes to a pau~e on a tonic six-four chord.

7. Cadenza for piano, improvised by the
soloist-co~poser.
B.

Coda for orchestra without piano,

The nattern outlined above comb nes the
sonata form, the aria form with orchestral
ritornellos and the cadenza,llJ
The second movement is more Like a lyrical
with a tempo o

andante, lar5hetto or allegretto.

f orm is more o
t

0

C

e -

e s

~on.ata-

th cadenzas.

harac.ter

.... t (

The

...

he

no on th mes of pop' a

Mozart n ver

llo· d the ele-

men t of display to get out of hand; a healthy ba ance of

mus
l·:a

al

nterest between the orche

alw ys ma nta r,.ed,

ra

and

0

0

por ions

14

S1xty-e1 ht sacr d works can b~ round
catalogue and they include twenty Masses.

nth Kochel
Altho ugh there

wel"'e many short pieces of' church music wr1 tten, the ''Ave
verut1 corpus, K. 618° is• the best known.

Hm•rever, Mozart's

most outstanding achievement 1n this vein was his "Requiem

llJib1~ •• p. 467.
- 4

ll Ibid

- - - - - - II'
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Mass, K. 626, 11 which was left unfinished at his death,
He was commissioned to write the "Mass for the Dead" by
a stranger who demanded that his name be kept secret
and that it {the Mass) be completed 1n a c~rtain len th
o~ time,

It was during this time that Mozart's health

be gan to fail and he became obseseied with the idt.:?
he was really composing his own Requiem,

th.at

He die

be ore

it was finished and his wife had one of Aozart's t lented
pupils, Sussmayer, to complete it,

Sussmayer ' s hand-

wr ting and style was so similar that it even confused
the experts.

He completed the instrumentation and a ded

three movements,
The music of the "Requiem Mass" represents
at the height of his powers.

It emphasize

ozart

more than any

other of his compositions the loss that the art of

usic

su tained th~ough his premature death, 115
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Ludwig van Beethoven was born

1770.

n Bonn. Germany

n

Both his grandfather and father were musicians in

the Electoral Chapel of Bonn, but his father ' s harsh and
115

Bernstein, op. cit •• p. 172.
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unpredictable behavior, due to alcoholism, .made him inadequate to nuture the future composer ' s talents.

Fin-

ally, after realizing Ludwig's talents, the father
started sending him to study with different teachers
during his formative years.

Beginning in 1781, he

studied under an excellent musician and organistr
Christian Neefe,
Beethoven made such tremendous progre~s under Neefe
that he soon became court organist 1n Neefe ' s absence .
P.e

remained as accompanist, organist

and

viola player

at the Electoral Court for about ten years.

Although

he weathered the storm of many tragedies - unhappy home
life, scanty education and considerable professional
r~sponsib111ty~ Beethoven still became active as a
composer.
Beethoven, by being a young member of the court
orchestra, was exposed to all the mechanics of an orchestra plus the best and most important works of that
time - especially those of Mozart.

However, his personal

musical traini ng was very irregular and sparse.
During a visit to Vienna 1n 1787, he had a chance
to meet Mozart and perform for him , but apparently no
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lessons resulted from that meeting.

Nevertheless . Mozart

was quite impressed with Beethoven's musical ability
and warned everyone to keep an eye on this prom1R1ng
young lad,
In 1792 , the Electoral Court made arrangements for
Beethoven to go to Vienna to study with the great master,
Haydn, but the two men encountered extreme d1f~1culty
in forming an agreeable relationship ,

Beethoven was very

disappointed ~1th Haydn ' s teaching so he left and started
to wander from teacher to teacher.
After leaving Haydn, Beethoven studied for 9bout a
year with an eminent contrapuntal1st, Johann
Albrechtsberger and also Antonio Sal1eri who was chapelmaster of the Imperial Court at the time,
had

Although he

other teachers for a time, he was practically self-

taught,

Yet, he succeeded 1n mastering the techniques

of co~positionr became an accomplished pianist and
through intensive reading, became famil i ar with the
works of liter ature.
Beethoven was regarded as an outstanding p1~n1st
e.n d 1mprov1sat1ona11st to the aristocratic circles in
Vienna, but he earned his living as a talented teacher,
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His published compositions attracted a great deal of attention a.round 1795,

It was not long before every new

work was eagerly anticipated by the Viennese publ c and

his reputat on as a composer of the t me roe rapidly,
Finally. he existed and lived on the fees, royalties
and commissions from his compos1t1ons.

Beethoven was

the first major oompo er on the scene at a

avorahle

moment to earn a living as a composer.
Beethoven rea1ly emerged on the scene at a f vorable
moment 1n history.

He inherited from 1--J:a.ydn and Mozart

a sty e and certain musical forms which were developed
but still capable of further growth,

He lived at a time

when new and powerful forces were abroad in ht.unan so-

ciety, ~orces which strongly affect~d h"m and m~de themselves felt in his work,116
Beethoven was a child of the tremendo'lR ag1 tR tee
upheaval which had been forming al

through the e gh-

teen th century and had exp1oded into the French '!:levolut on ,

HiPtorically, h s work

of the Classica.l Per od,

s bujlt on ach:tevements

Through alJ. of the superf1c1al

circumstsnces and the force of his

ol

n

'!;Sn

s , he
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V
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phon1 ~, el v n ov

t rest

us1c to pl.F'.ys, sixteen string qua tet, n1n

p ano tr os and other chamber mu

c, ten v1o 1n

and five violoncello sonatas, thirty

arge p ~nc

o atas
"'0

~ta

and manv sets of variations for piano, an era.tor o, ..,.n

opera and two Masse

r

bes des ar asf sons and n

erous

lesser compositio~s of different sorts. 17
The total number of Beethoven ' s work

seem l ke very

few when compared to Haydn • s one hundred or l\~o zart • s
fifty,

But . of course, Beethoven's symphonies are lon~er

117

~ . , P~ 472.
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and he had more difficulty writing them.

H1s m

Cr

more than that of any other co po er befo e him, g ves
the impression of being a direct outpouring of his pe sonality.

To understand the music, one

ust under-

stand the m.an. 118

~he creative acco~pl shments of Beethoven ar

d -

v1ded, customari y, into three groups or period; each
1s g1 ven a def n1 te style.
cons dered

The "period

II

shou d

r..

erely as conven ent groupings and not

the successive change

of Beeth~en as a composer.

The f1r~t periods the "period of 1m1tat1on"
be said to end with the "Second SY!Jlphony 11 (1802)

ay

This

period may be described with many reservations, as one
n which Beethoven was under the influence of his two
great predecessors

Haydn and Mozart.

the traditions o:f the past commenced

The break with
n

803 with thP

"Th rd Symphony. 11

The second stage or

eriod o:f realization," end

with the .. Piano Sonata 1n _, minor, Opus 90" (1814).
last per1odr the

0

The

per1od of abstraction, .. commences

chronologically with the "Piano Sonata, Opus 101, in A
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major (1816); but, its most typical works are tre

ast

string quartets Opus 127, 130, lJl, 132, 135. the Ninth
Symphony, and the"M1ssa So emmis.,n In the last stage, we
find Beethoven deviating rrom traditional forms
extreme degree.

o an

Everything 1s rendered subordinate to

contentrll9

Jost of Beethoven's works that are heard tod y, are
those wr1 tten in the "second periodt"

However,

ince

this thesis is limited to the eighteenth century, on y
the works of the first period will be discussed,
First Per od StyJes and Contr butions,

The

of the first period show most clearly Beethoven•
dence on the Classical tradition.

ors
depen-

When he moved perma-

nently to Vienna in 1792, he took several compos tions
that he had written in Bonn.

Some of these

orks wee

subsequent y revised and published posthumous y and m.a.nv
co posi-tions w1 th opus numbers higher than 135 a.re

ong

them.
The group includes two cantatas, music to a. ba

ett

three piano quartets, and a var1ety of smaller p eces,

The piano quartets a.re considered outstanding because they
were among the first of their type and were composed

119Bernste1n, op

cit., pp. 108-181.

n
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1785.

These three quartets

along with two that 1ozart

comDosed that same yeart introduced an important ne•
performing medium to the field of chamber
These quartets, during a

usic.

eriod from (1798-1800)

showed the many influences of Haydn and Mozart.

Four-

movement forms predominate, but the true scherzo most
often replaces the minuet.

The textures were very c ear

and the works were well-proportioned,

~ven thou h Haydn's

work had an indirect bearing on these quartets,
Beethoven 's individuality 1n the character of the themes
showed that there were no imitations,
found in Anpendix

An example can be

c.

The Adagio of the G major quartet (No. 2) is

three-

part ABA structure in C major: its middle section is an
Alle~ro 1n F , consisting entirely of a developme t of a

little motive from the closing cadence of the

d~

this motive, moreover, 1s related to conso1c1ous

o; and,
ot ves

in the opening themes of the other three movement~. 120
Beethoven 's other chamber mu~1c of the first oeriod
includes the three

11

Piano Trios, Op. l, 11 that wee dedi-

cated to Haydnr three

11

Violin Sonatas, Op. 12, 0 two

"Violoncello Sonatas, Op.
120

5" and the Septet 1n E- lat for

Grout. op. cit., p. 477.
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strlngs and winds, which became so -pouular that he r:rew
to detest it.
"The P1r,st Symphony" was composed in 1799, but was

not played u_~til 1800.
la

ca

C

o~ the nines

of Haydn.

All fo•

It is conslde

non

~nd

h

OS

ts sp r t

c typi -

movements arc so re ular in "'orm

that they could be used as Classica

examples, y t

Beethoven•s o 1g1na.l1ty ls very evident,

In th1

work 1

the woodw nds are stressed th:roughou r the character of
the third movement 1

ctual ya scherzo, thou

Minue tto and the other movements have lon

l 1::leled

nd 1 portant

cod.as.
Seventeen of Beethoven's thirty-two sonata
ano were compo ed betu en 1795 and

801.

fo

pi-

Host of them

a1,e ".f1rst-per1od 11 style but the la st three - Opus 27,
No~ 1: Opus 27, No. 2 (Moonlight), and Opus 28 - -:.1re on

the border of the second period and suggest wri.a

s to

co~e in later works, 121

The first three sonatas published in Vienna {Op, 2,

1796) contain some passages that also show the influences of Haydn , the Adagio of No. l is also of the s me
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nature.

These sonatas have four move ents instead of the

usual Classical three; moreover, 1n the second and third

sonatas, the Classical minuet 1s replaced by the more

robust and dynamic Beethoven scherzo, an introduction to
which the composer held fairly consistently throughout

his later works. 122

Beethoven wrote the first sonata in

F minor, which was probab1y suggested by Carl Ph 11.pp
Emanuel Bach ' s F minor sons.ta r because this tone11ty
def nitely was not common 1n the Classical Period.
Evidently, the use of minor tonality and bold modulations was an individual trait of Beethoven ' s.

Sonata in E-flat (Op, 7)

1

The

published in 1797, includes a

Largo theme with eloquent pauses and a myster10t$

t.,..io of the third

ovement"

nor

Opus 10 , No, 1 1n C min r,

written in 1798, is the companion piece to the "Sonata

Pathetique t Op~ 13, " which was published in 1799,

Each

of these works 1s in three movements and the outer two
have the stormy, passionate character associated with
the key of C minor,

It 1s very evident that Beethoven ' s 11fe fel
most equal parts of thee ghteenth and nineteenth

n a.1-
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centuries.

His career bridged the transitions fTom the

old society to the new~

He brought the great Classical

~orms to their ultimate development 1n terms of logical

structure and power.

ualism and creativity.

a musical genius.

He exemplified the age of individLudwig van Beethoven was indeed ,

CHAPTER V

SUMMA.RY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMA.RY
The emergence of the e1ghteenth-~entury Classical
style was marked with many political and social 1nflllences.

Probably the most effective influences prior to

the eighteenth century were those aesthetic principles
and 1deas of early Classical antiquity at approximately
200-600 B,

c.

Appreciation for the good and the beauti-

ful in all of the arts, as well as the belief and admiration for the philosophies of Hellas , projected the true
way of life for all of Greece and Rome.

These ideas and

principles continued to be v1sable throughout the Classical
'lnt1qu1ty era and far into the Middle Ages~

The

Hellenistic "Sra of unity and logic went through many
periods of transformation due to the fact that the Greeks
were constantly striving for improvements.

The Classic

Hellen1st1c trends finally took a backseat 1n the background of history and did not make their appearance again
until the seventeenth and ejghtePnth centuries,
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The struggle against absolute mo~~rchy and the nob lity became very dom~ . ~t
r:ost historiano ·

so utls.m .

v"C

n thee ~ht enth c~ntu y,

ca ed th1.: century an e ra

04'

e.b-

The influences of the so-called m1ddlc-class

a~cended beyond the elaborate social life of the a ristocracy .

Emphasis on elegance a."ld style gave way to the

uprise of the new politicaJ and economical tran~fer of
power from the aristocracy to tho mldrlle-class.

The

period of "storm and stress'' ended and the doctrines of
independence emerged through a cloud of' revolutions and

new inventions,
During the mid-eighteenth century. there e~crgcd
from the Baroque Era. a period of gallant style which
became known as the Rococo Per1od.

This actually set

the foundation for the Classical Era.
r1g1d1 ty,

and.

The strict form,

seriousness of the Rococo Period started

a revolt movement that definitely influenced tho eighteenth
century Classical Period,
Classicism of the eighteenth century emerged in 1750
and brouP-ht to light some very s1.o;n1f1cant changes in musical form and style.

Compositions of the period por-

trayed a new emotional restraint, a simpler hannonic
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structure and definite objectivity on the part of the
comnosers who expressed greater unity of form a.~d texture than had ever been expressed before.
The music of the Classical Period was essentially
homophon1c.

One of the most important new forms devel-

oned during this time was the

11

sonata" form which b~came

the basis for nearly all instrumental music of the periodi

the symphony, concerto, chamber music and the key-

board sonata.

Opera in the eighteenth century underwent considerable reform from the stereotyped practices of the BP,roque
Period.

The relation between music and drama w~s re-

stored and much emphasis was placed upon the skillful
characterization of the main characters,

Gluck 1s given

credit for reforming the opera and he also made the chorus and ensemble important tools of the new style.

Var-

ious influences of the opera came from other countries
and gave the Classical Perlod a variety of typeRr

Italian opera buffa and opera ser1a1 French opera com1que1
English ballad opera, and the German s1ngsp1el.
There was a slight decline 1n the quality of s~cred
music composed during the Classical Era,

The Mass was a

favorite form and though most of 1t was composed for
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liturgical use. it was also appropriate for concert hall.
The oratorio of this period remained in the Baroque tradition but with a minor emphasis placed on Classic
characteristics of style~
Vienna represented the cultural center of the flourishing Austrian empire and was called the music center

of the late eighteenth century,

Musicians from all

points of Europe mingled there to study, conpose, and
listen to the music of various styles and forms.

There-

fore, the Viennese school brought to fore new styles
that dominated Europe for several generations.
Three very important Classical composers, Haydn ,
Mozart and Beethoven were very active 1n and around Vienna
and are frequently referred to as the "Viennese School.

11

CONCLUSIONS
The patronages of the Classical Er~ differed f~om
those of the present time 1n one respect.

Durlng the

eighteenth century, attention was given to the new norks
by 11v1ng composers 1 whereas , we , today ' s mu~1c lov'?rs.

shy awo.y from the living,contemporary composers '\nd
flock to hear the music of decea~ed masters re-interpreted
again and again .

The people of the eighteenth century

121

were interested in the creator of music and 1n what was
being performed; but we of the twentieth century are interested in the performer and how music 1s played,
One coul.d possibly say that the demand and eagerness
for new music during the eighteenth century could easily
be compared to our demands for new television programs

or new movies.

The Classical Era was indeed the perfect

situation for the living composer,
This period of classicism seems to have created an
all-European culture that exceded all nationql boundaries.
The influences of Germany, France and Italy were inter-

mingled in the artistic talents of Eaydn , Mozart, Gluck
and Beethoven.

Even though there might have been slight

languag~ barriers at times, the musical language of the
age was spoken with eloquence and complete assurance,
Classicism seems to have reached an achievement of
the final synthesis of the intellectual influences of
eighteenth-century life.

It appears to have reached an

ideal balance between the external form and inner content.

The author of this thesis has ascertained the following as a result of research,
1.

The Greek philosophers during Classical
antiquity had an indirect bearing upon the
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Classical Period of the eighteenth
century.
2.

Other areas of the arts such as architecture, sculpture, pA1nt1ng and liter ture
oontr1buted significant influences to the
birth of the Classical Period.

J.

Pre-Cl~s~ioal composersr Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach and Johann Stamitz, were quite
instrumental in paving the way for Haydn ,
Mozart and. Beethoven to develop the symphony
and sonata-allegro form.

4.

The Mannheim School of Germany and the
Viennese School of Austria were the vital
centers of musical activity,

5.

Classical composers were compelled to write
for the ar1stocrat1c society and their entertainment until eventually concert halls
and opera houses were established for all
classes of people.

6.

The "minuet" was introduced as a movement l')f
the Classical symphony and sonata.

7.

Sacred music started to decline in lieu of
music for entertainment purposes.
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8.

New inventions and discoveries made wealth possible for the middle-class people.

9.

The struggle against monarchy and aristocracy became very dominant; therefore, the political and
economical power transferred from the aristocracy
to the so-called middle-class .

10.

A time of storm and stress ended and the Doctrines
of Independence emerged.

11.

Classicism really emerged in 1750, and brought to
light many significant changes in musical forms
and styles.

12,

The sonata form was developed and became the basis
for much of the instrumental music of the Classical
period,

13.

The foundation for modern orchestration and instrumentation was established,

14.

A new type of melodic style, having an individual
character with its folk-like trends being clear and
simple, was developed,

15.

Thematic material with a homophonic style overshadowed the polyphonic style,

16,

An enormous amount of music was written and produced
because of its constant demands and possible expansion of music publishing businesses,
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17.

The four great composers considered to have contributed more to the Classical period than any
others were,

Christoph W1111ba.ld Gluck, Franz

Joseph Haydn, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart , and Ludwig
van Beethoven.
18.

This period set the pace for expansion of the
orchestra by adding more instruments.

19.

New teaching theories became prominent and education thrived,

20,

Last, but not least, the composers after Beethoven
began to earn a living from the sales of their
published compositions.
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APPENDIX

A

SYMPHONY NO. 94 IN G MAJOR ( "THE SURPRISE")
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RELATED MOTIVES FROM QUARTET ING MAJOR
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